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Some residents
still without
electricity

f

In the aftermath of Thursda)
night's snow and ice storm. lean)
residents of Calloway County are
still without electricity today
Mike Alderdire. - assistant
manager of West Kentucky Rural
F:leetric Co-operative Corp in
• *Mayfield. said.-4nda y that- crews.
are working •'around the clock" to
restore power to all parts of the
o booty
• •our main ronerrn right now es
getting. 1h maul poWer Imes.
primary and feeder circuits up
and energized.'• he said lie stated
that'Tnti1 thee maul circuits are
repaired that it wouldn't do any
1444Old to put up the individual service wires to houses beeallse the
primary circuits aren't repaired
yet
lie reported that crews from the
Murray Eleci'r.ic Sy stein-,.
Mayfield's system' and *private
contractors are working, with
WKRECU to speed up the repair.
process •
He *counted rumors that,
WKREC ' crews have been ni
'strike and added that "the phone
has not been taken off the hook
"We have people answering.the

'FARMING'S FUTURE? -Western Kentucky Agriculture
Expo'83 had something of interest
to almost everyone. Pro&
chemicals to dairy productst 35
exhibitors .were on-hand to
demonstrate and inform spectators about their products. Today's farmers are constantly being presented with new ideas and
products for the purpose of making their efforts more productive.
One such offering is the personal
computer (above) which was on
display and drew quite a crowd of
spectators at Ag Expo '83. Company representatives were on
hand to answer specific questions
about tailoring a computer's programming &lades to suit the
needs of a farmer. Jeremy Hunt
(right), son of Eddie and Lanette
Hunt, Murray, found particular
interest in the large display of
farm and garden tractors.
Staff photos by
Ruth Ann Combs
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Interested spectators attend ag expo
By RUTH ANN COMBS
Staff Writer
The West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center was the
focus of attention for about 1,500
area farmers and other interested
spectators over the weekend due
to the presentation of Western
Kentucky Agriculture Expo '83.
The three-day-event was
presented by WICOA and K-100,
Hopkineville radio stations.
The center was filled with 35 exhibitors including seed companies. farm chemical maradachirers. farm implement dealers.

dairy farm suppliers, motorcycle
dealers, sporting goods stores and
even a computer company.
Opening ceremonies were Friday at 10 a.m. and the day's
events came to a closewith a performance by Splitwater Creek
Band.
Saturday's events were
highlighted by a tobacco spitting
contest, competition between area
chapters of Future Farmers of
America and a Farmer's
Daughter Contest.
An "old-time politcal rally" was
the focus of attention at 5 p.m.

with five local and state candidates seeking election in the
May Democratic primary, on
hand to appeal to the audience for
votes and to answer questions.
A gospel singing and drawings
for various prises donated by
some exhibitors marked the end of
the expo on Sunday.
Present for Saturday's political,
ralley were three candidates for
Commissioner of Agriculture and
two state senatorial candidates
for the first.judicial district
Dave Boswell, Tom Harris and
Ward "Butch" Burnett spoke to

the gathering of t oters, each es-pressing his willingness and
desire to serve the farmers as
their next Commissioner of
Agriculture
•state representative
for Union, Henderson anti Datiess
counties, stated his qualifications
and stressed his ret•OgIllt14
the
needs of toilay'n4anuoirs-Ite..arl4—
ed in closing that he pledges to
work closely with the state'. colleges and universities
Harris, Carrolton, alio has .
previously served as secretary of
(Continued On Page 24
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phone 24 hours a ifu

but

tli

the
Phone is busy most of the time,he s,asd :thleritice urgc.s people to
keep tryong to call in nwir-reptirt,
He expects the repair to mar.i
circuits to be C-01111110ted tio41:1:%
• .4-behme- will Ile-7,4 d44
4414- service
wires 4., 111.11V 1410:11
hOilSeti,.. he said
Ron Underwood. superintendent
-1.1- Murray Elet tric Sy stem,
reports that all power was
restored within the city limits on
Friday lie added that there were
three "minor cases reporteit
over the weekend but that they
were vasil repaired
lie said the storm had vaused Ito
[moor dainage to any of the
s .stcm's equipment . •Our. Main
&tillage is so uidespre.rd that

probleni Was lilies klioi 7ked down

by trees.'• he said

Carryover
program
announced
miners 14 tit/ititilu ui I.NCeSS
1982 crop hurley tobacc.1 will be
allowed to arrange for their tobacco to be processed ;mil stored
without haVIIII; to cam. over Unpro( esSeil tobacco, thus preventing insect infestation and quality
deterott atom, aUS T kpartment
of Agriculture official said today
Thete are. no plans for an)
kittire t•arryover put ogram. according to Everett Rank. ad ininis-tratur of Cs('
Agricultural Stabilitation
onservat ion Seryit-e
liank•said burley grower. hat
produced in 1962 an estimated ::89
:111111011 poUnds id burley tobacco
of _
which approximately 50 iistllsun
pounds IS iii e‘t'll'SS of Ito ibercent
of the farm. quota and tanntit
marketed ',molt) free during tiw
1982 &I marketing year An exrellent b.:nov.1[1g season during 1982
1ed the over-praduction. he said.
It -is pri-gerted that 730 million
pounds of the 1982 crop will he
marketed. with Mole than 'AM)
million !Hounds placed under price
support 11.ati. Rank said
The intent ot the t arryliver
gram is to permit producers who
have marketed 1111 percent of the
1982 farm elk, tit e quota and
have excess tobacco on hand to
deliver the extrs, totracc,, for processing amilitrireir
Tobacco -- GrioA
Thiftlierative
Association or tin; Burley
Stabilization Corporation, Rank
said.
Rank said the handling of the
processed tobacco under this cart Continued On Page 21

Con—gress ready to hear
Reagan, work on deficit
By MIKE SHANAHAN
Associated Press Writer
The
WASHINGTON API
Sikh Congress is convening to hear
President Reagan's State of the
Union Address and go to work in
earnest on measures to reduce the
federal deficit and rescue the
Social Security system.
With unemployment still at 10,8
per cent. Reagan is facing restive
members of both political parties,
including moderate and conservative Republicans, who have
Vown increasingly skeptical of
the president's program.
In his annual diagnosis of the
nation's well being and prescription for healing its problems,
Reagan is expected to attempt to
reassert White Home initiative
oVer efforts to est the deficit
The president WM *giver Ms
address luesday dad to a Obit
seenliguif Congress hi tbe errorDOW Home chamber on one lithe
few occasions when all senior officials of all three branches of the
government are in one place.
Actual legislative action on
Widget and Social Security
mamma are unlikely to start un0
".••

til later, with SocialSecurity hearings in the Hognsigening_reb—L
and House and Senate Budget
Committee inseam's about the
same time
Republican leaders in both
houses have already served mike
they will seek far deeper eldi hi
defense spending than the middent is willing to accept in preparing the 1964 budget outline
"We're going to take the president's budget, which Is, after all
his proposal for a budget, we're
going to examine it, were going to
produce a congressional budget,"
Senate Majority Leader Howard
Baker of Tennessee said Sunday
"Now that doesn't mean we're
going to reject his, but it also
means we're not going to accept
his outright," he added.
Proposals NIP a contingency tax
Increase, which would kick in only
if motet deficits hit certain
levels, have already been dismissed out of hand by Republican
leaders, including Baker, Sens.
Bob Dole of Kansas and Bob
Packwood at Oregon. and Rep.
Barber Conable, senior
Republican on the House Ways
and Means Committee.

WILY-MORNING ACCIDENT — Two people were injured in a
on N. 4th St. (old U.S. NI) at approximately 6:88
OM 11•110111 According to polim reports. both ditrars were
transported to Murray-Calloway County Halal by the ambulance

service where Ronald P. Bottom Rt. 3, was treated and released
Judith C.Maughtsr, Hardin Rt. 1, was admitted to the hospital and at
prams time was undergoing surgery for Works eastainsd in the acciStaff photo by Jennie Gordon
dent.
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Ag Expo '83•••
•

(Continued From Page 1)

agriculture. outlined his experienced with various state and
federal agricultural programs'. He
feels that farmers set the
economic climate of the nation
and expressed this when saying.
When farmers are prosperous,
the nation is prosperous." His promise was to help Kentucky's
farmers get on the road to prosperity
Ward "Butch" Burnett, state
representative from Fulton. expressed his position by stating
The Department of
that
Agriculture needs new direction, a
spokesman, a leader, someone
tiho has been there. Fanning is a
long-term undertaking and the
department.needs a program with
a future "
Greg Higdon and 1)r. Marti Erwin- were the senatorial candidates presegt Higdon. now serving as state i.cenator of the first

district and seeking re-election.
stressed that his primary goal is
to bring state government "closer
to western Kentucky." He also
pleged his support to farmers in
helping their industry prosper
Erwin, a Hazel resident, grain
fanner and chairman of the
Department of Nursing at Murray
State University, is Higdon's only
announced opponent She stressed
to listeners her willingness and
pledge to "work hard and diligently for the people of the district.A question and answer session
followed the political speaking
with most question being directed
toward thecandidates for CornMissioner of Agriculture
Questions concerning the muchpublicized problems of bankrupt
grain elevators and the newly proposed payment-in-kind i PIK pro
,
.
gram were the main topics of

discussion thirtieths questionand
answer period.
All three candidates agreed that
a farmer's grain should be insured
or bonded when placed in an
elevator to avoid loss in case of
financial difficulty by the
operators.
In regard to the PIK program,
designed to reduce production and
surplus stock holdings and to
avoid increased budget outlays
necessary under price-support
programs, candidates stated that
it may be a "short term" solutionto the nation's surplus grain problem but they also admitted they
need additional information concerning the program before endorsing or opposing it.
JIM Burks, WKOA farm director and coordinator for the show,
says tie.hoirs to make the expo an
annual event.
CENTURY CLUB.PLANNING SESSION — Several of the people who will be involved in the Century Club
drive in Calloway County to raise money for the general scholarship program of the Murray State University
Alumni Association are shown at a planning session. Donna Herndon, director of alumni affairs, discusses
details for the Jan. V campaign kickoff with Bill Kopperud (right), county chairman, Sid Easley (left),
George Oakley (Mending left) and Jim Hall, members of the Century Club planning committee. Membership
of the Century Club is made up of individuals and businesses contributing at least $100 to the scholarship fund.
Century Club contributions from Calloway County in 1982 totaled more than 910,000. Awards of $500 each are
made to incoming freshman students.

Baker, Reagan disagree on taxes

HOUSE TOTAL LOSS — Thegoki water home of James Towey was engulfed with flames upon the arrival of
the Calloway County Fire and Rescue Squad Sunday night at 9:25. According to reports flied by rescue squad
member Paul Lyles, the fire of unknown origin was Brat reported at 9:15. Towey was administered first-aid
treatment to second-degree burns he received at the scene of the fire. Rescue squad members were able to
save surrounding out-buildings trees.
Staff photo by AdpilsOorden
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By TERENCE HUNT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP — Senate
Republican Leader Howard Baker
says a standby tax package that
President Reagan is ready to offer
is not a very goodA'and complains the administration has not
cut deeply enough in the Pentagon's budget.
Baker also said that inflationadjusted. tax cdts that Reagan is
. fighting to protect are. A .formula
for "economic and political
distress." ,
The GOP leader, who played a
key role shepherding Reagan's
programs through Congress over
the last two years, put himself
firmly at odds with the administration on key budget
policies Sunday, two days after
announcing he will not run for a
-fourth term in Mt
The president inchse,to send his
new budget to Capitol Hill next,..
Monday. Treasury 'Secretary
ponald T. Regan said the administration will not propose new
taxes for 1983 or 1984, but he refused to conunent about "contingency" taxes the administration is
drafting for later years.
Interviewed Sunday on CBSTV's "Face the Nation," Regan
said that if huge deficits continue,
as expected,"we may well have to
have some type of tax" after 1984.
The Treasury, secretary
predicted the econqmy will have a
"decent recovery" in 1983, beginning slowly in the first half of the
year and "getting very
stimulative toward the third and
fourth quarters."
Regan said the prime lending

Tobacco...
(Continued From Page 1)
77ryover program tas been limited
to the producer-owned and
operated Burley Tobacco Growers
Cooperative Association or Burley
Stabilization Cooperation to
assure the tobacco will be insulated from the commercial
trade channels and will not be
marketed until the subsequent
marketing year, in compliance
with the marketing quotas.
Rank said as tobacco markets
close, the appropriate association
will name designated delivery
points in tobacco producing areas
where producers may deliver
their carryover tobacco. The
tobacco must be weighed and
graded by an inspector of USDA's
Agricultural Marketing Service
before being prcressed for storage
and later sale, he said.
Carryover tobacco is not eligible for penalty-free marketing or
loan until the next marketing
year, which bqiiiis Oct. 1. At that
time, the carryover tobacco will
be offered for sale on a sealed bid
basis to all purchasers of tobacco,
both domestic and export. Any
carryover tobacco not bringing an
acceptable price will be pieced
under loan in the regular inventory, by grades, at 19113 loan rates,
Rank said.
The carryover program does
not preclude producers from storing unprocessed carryover,tobacco on their own farm, in
warehouses or in other commercial stereo, as lesig-cr.n.a Subsea° As stored with identity preservAO: Met is, the tobacco cannot be
commingled with tobacco produced on another farm,he said.
Burley tobacco is produced in
Kentucky, Tennessee and siwresiding states.

rate, now at 11 percent, will fall
"another couple of points at
least."
Sources say the president will
propose a three-year, $135-billion
contingency tax increase that will
take effect late in 1985, if required
to keep deficits on a declining path
toward $100 billion or less.
The taxes are likely to include a
crude oil fee and an income tax
surcharge.
"It is my personal view that is
not a very good idea," Baker said
Sunday on NBC-TV's "Meet the
Press.'
Opposition to the idea also has
been registered by the top GOP
tax writers in Congress — Senate
Finance Committee chairman
Robert Dole of Kansas and Rep.
Barber Conable of New York.

senior Republican on the House
Ways and Means Committee. '
"We're going to do well enough
to take care of this year without
trying to figure too extensively on
what's going to happen in the
outiearS t after 1984 ," Baker
said. .4
• The Majority leader said the
budget will be Congress' "biggest
cliellenge" this year, and be made
clear that lawmakers are not
afraid to rewrite the plan Reagan
proposes.
Baker also said he was ready to
vote to repeal tax indexing, which
will permanently adjust the tax
code to keep people from being
pushed into higher tax brackets
because their income has been
swollen by inflation.

Graves County moves ahead
with new high school plans
Following approval of the state force the people of Graves County
board of education to build a cen- into a position,where they will
tral high school, the Graves Coun- have to pass a school tax.
Williams said that when the
ty Board of Education voted this
week to exercise an option to pur- board was fighting to pass the
,three percent gross utilities tax
chase property for the school.
Hugh M. Williams, a represen- that the board told the people the
tative of Stifel, Nicolaus & Co., money would be used to improve
Inc., has been hired as fiscal agent existing schools.
He claims that no consideration
to arrange for the sale of bonds for
the new school through Graves was given to improving or
renovating existing schools.
Fiscal Court.
Williams feels that with high
The property the board is buyunemployment and a sluggish
ing is located in two tracts adjaeconomy, the school system
cent to the Purchase Parkway
should not spend itself into a posibehind the Mayfield Holiday Inn,
tion where it will have to ask for
and totals about in acres.
more taxes.
One board member has con"I also don't think we should
sistently opposed the purchase of build a county school in the city of
the land and the building of the Mayfield," Williams said. He said
school. Hardy Williams says the teachers would have to pay city
board's action is an attempt to payroll tax and buy city stickers.
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Recession Shows No Letup
An AP Analysis
FRANKFORT - It was John Y. Brown Jr.'s fate
to become Kentucky governor just as national
economic recession struck, and it looks like no upturn is in sight until his final monthif.
The situation does not bode well for any hopes
Brown still nurtures as a lame duck.
The state is inherently conservative, and in hard
times Kentuckians' probably are reluctant to experiment with new fiscal approaches - such as a
basic change in their income tax structure.
Yet, the governor professes continued optimism
that his flat rate plan for the tax can bounce back
• from its bumbling research background and
emerge as viable legislation in a special aelotion this
_spring or summer.
Special session? The cynics doubt that it will
materialize despite Brown's tentative plan td call
one as early as March.
After all, he called off the Jan. 10 version because
a consulting firm's figures on the tax rate and
revenue were way off the mark.
True, as the governor said, the mistake was proportionately equal - that is, it would not affect the
comparative burderutof varibus economic classes.
But the flat rate levy would be considerably
higher than the benign 3.65 percent of adjusted
gross income which the administration projected at
the outset.
And, regardless of the eventual accurate figure,
time woria against Brown. It allows special interests to martial their forces against the basic shift
of the tax liorden from the poor to the wealthy and it
puts more doubts in the minds of skeptics.
Governors like to build lasting monuments, but
Brown's contribution so far has been less tangible
- improVements in state government operations
and a no-nonsense approach to averting deficits
that has brought him national publicity. So it is with the flat rate concept. A change in the
state income tax process would last into the next
century, and perhaps more importantly, would be
excellent inSterial for a possible Brown run at the
presidency in 1984.
The trouble is that the governor does not have the
good will of the legislature.
Although he stepped aside and let the assembly
grow in independence when he clime to power,
Brown, in many legislators' eyes,. has been
sometimes arrogant, disorganized, unprepared or
indifferent in regard to key legislation.
In short, he has alienated a considerable number,
and not all the invitations to Cave Hill or newfound
courtesies is going to change the situation in the last
year.
Brown has claimed., and correctly, that practically all the legislation he ever sought has been
enacted. One answer is that most of it might have
been anyway, even had the governor vacationed in
Florida during both sessions.
The flat rate issue is another matter. What will be
missing for the governor is legislative support for
him in the face of public apathy and resistance to
any change in the income tax.
It turns out that slashing spending to stay within
the state's fiscal means was much easier for
Brown, although unpopular with laid-off state
employees.
This governor seems to operate best when he
handles problems alone - without 138 legislators
trying to be captains of the ship.

Families alive and well
The bleak outlook that had been forecast for the
family in some quarters during the 1970. isn't living
up to the gloomy billing.
Insteae, the family finds itself alive and well in
the 19110s. In 1961, nearly 2.5 million people were
to
married - 25,000 more than in 1960, acc
the National Center for health Statistics. I cations, based on preliminary regiorts, are that the
figures will be about the same for 1912.
The 1961 total adds up to an increase of 380.000
over 1976, when marriages were on a decline.
Marrige and the family have served civilization
through the ages as a stabilizing force for society
and aren't about to disappear. The soothsayers likely misinterpreted the decline in marriages during
the last decade as a rejection of wedlock. What has
been happening is that growing numbers of
educated people in their 20s are postponing marriage and women are delaying motherhood instead
of getting married as soon as they complete high
school or college.
In 19611 about one of five women and nearly one of
every three men had never been married between
the ages of 25 and 29, according to the Census
Bureau. That's almost twice the number of single
women of that age group in the 1970.and the figures
for males are also up but less dramatically.
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Republicans should take advantage of opportunities
FRANKFORT
If thp
Republicans don't get a- gubernational and list of state-wide candidates In the field soon, they may as
well concede to the 1)eniocratt
In a state where the Democrats
outnumber Republicans more than 2
to 1 in registration, the minority part
must take advantage of every opportunity if it is to have a chance in
winning top state offices
Republicans need'all of the public
exposure and name recognition they
can get even to have a ghost- of a
chance at winning the governor's office And coupled with this-. it certain!.....
ly doesn't hurt to have a factional
split in the opposition which doesn't
appear to be the situation at this
. ,
time.
It's hard for a candidate to win if
the majority of voters don't
recognize his name on the ballot that
brings- some- flavorable -reaction

While a lot of political observers now
contend that blind party loyalty is a
thing of the past, it still pays to have
strong name ft-cognition and a program that voters, an support
Money for a pelilicenged and concentrated media campaign has become
increasingl
important in recent
years Democrat candidates spend
more than Imes million in a primary
campaign and it will take about twice
that much to make a successful race
against the Democrats in November
The folly of the Republican satiation at present is there isn't a contending candidate in the field It looks
like here arc *time an the fringes
waiting for an invitation to be handed
the nomination and then a big campaign war chest for ,the November
race
Political history in Kentucky has
shown that-it is too late to wait until
after the Democratic,- primary -foe

Republi an. to wage a mi. cessful
campaign in November
Ihr three viable !Is-mos-rats for the
gubernatorial nominatitrit already
e raised more than two million
dollars iii 44,1 11)•114Zil AMIN "Ith I
Martha 1.1% ne
leadiog
the pack w till a cool troilism as of tio.1
January
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heartline
under Medicare, it w.,old be a great
help. T I.
ANSWER Medicaid is a program
that helps pay the medical bills for
those persons on a low, limited income who meet the requirements of
the state. Do not.confu_se Medicaid
cin California.. Medi-Cali with
Medicare, which you receive at age
65 as a result of your employment
under the Social Security program
They aloe entirely different
Usually, persons who receive 551
I Supplemental Security Income, or
some other state relief program are
eligible for Medicaid, but the requirements vary from state to state
You can inquire about. Medicaid at
your county welfare, social semict..
or public health services office If
you doqualify for Medicare, keep in
mind that it does not make any
payments to you. It will mirky
payments to doctors, dentists
clinics, hospitals, etc., that accept
Medicaid. Many doctors do not, lic
sure you check with the receptionist

•

We would offs/0,AI a 0o1,1 of ad.
vice las, uss the
dtality of
Methcanl with yom mother first
Find out if slic would be upset if she
felt she had to change ii.04 i.41S if her
current our dues licit a, rept
Medicaid or with usitic another
pharnuicy iirrloospital Many elderly
people have Aid the same .1,H tors for
many years and the tdea of not ha'. mg the doctor they like and trust to
depend on any longer mild cause a
stressful situation that 4 Mild be
harmful to her Remember that she
can keep her doctor even if he does
not accept Medicaid, and use the
.Medicaid for services- and illethril.
tillriS that are not provided iii IIIS of•
Ii. e

by john cunniff

business mirror
NEW YORK AP) - These are
days of economic crises.
There is the crisis of foreign limn
non-repayments. of Social Security.
of an uncontrollable budget, of high
unemployment, of anemic industrial
output.
By the usual standards, many of
the foreign nations now reneging on
the terms of loan repayments are on
the verge, of bankruptcy, only you
don't say such things about nations
They.are illiquid. bankers say.
There is a difference,bankers say,
In that insolvency suggests a permanent condition while illiguidity refers
to a temporary shortage of funds.
Mexico, it is observed, is rich in
resources that eventually can be converted to cash.
A temporary condition for a borrower can become a permanent one
fOr a lender. That is, banks with bad
loop cannot hold out indefinqely
Willi* their assets are shrinking.
' They must be repaid.
As critics have observed, Soci• al
Security Is a long-term problem that
Is being dealt with on a short-term
basis. The latest proposal is.
finance it through the decade and
then see whet happens.
What happens is that more people
will seek more benefits from a
generation of young workers who
already find it difficult to find lobs in

MS11{,1114
Lurk at you'
•
office i hospital to make Note that
your Medit aid berietits will be
!Unita-rd
.
And. iii ItrAfl.
Medicaid will not pa y v.,to ent ••
medical expenses eacl, month
SOTTlehttles )4111 must meet u ertain
dollar amount of the osts a•rt
41i

order to pay the increasingls. harsh
payments.
Worse, it has been observed, that
generation hardly has been consulted
on the matter.
The budget, as most▪ people know,
is in terrible condition, with privatesector projections of the 1913 deficit
now raised loan° billion or so In a sense, it isn't the size of the
budget deficit that is of the greatest
consequence, since the numbers are
y the measurement More mint perhaps are two others fay'. 1 l Much of the budget is now
beyond control of even the president.
121 Budget deficits must be financed through borrowing, and whatever
government borrows leaves that

today in history
Today is Monday. Jan. 24, the 24th
day of 1963. There are 3-41 days left in
the year.
On Jan. 24, 1848, a gold nugget was
found at the site of a sawmill near
Cologne, Calif.. touching off the
California Gold Rush
On this date:
In 1796, the Irish Rebellion broke
out
In 1906, the first boy scout troops
were organised by Sir Robert BadenPowell in England.
In 1924. Petrograd was renamed
•

MU, hi it'SS for the private sc. tut m id
state and local governments.
According to the Center for the
Study of American Business, "uncontrollable'' federal spending is
likely to be nearly 60 percent of
198.1, or current. budget.
The three major items in the "uncontrollable- category am entitlements such as Social- Security
and civil service and military retirement programs. interest on the debt;
.,
and defensespend
Meanwhile. the unemployment
crisis grows by the day. straining and
in many •areas overwhelming the
usual social service institutions
Moreover, it ispot
that is, much of it will remain even as
the economy recovers
L

Leningrad in honor of the Soviet
Union's founder.
In 1965. former British Prime
Minister Sir Winston Churchill died
at the age of 90.
One year ago The San Francisco
tilers won the National Football
League championship, downing the
Chid:matt Bengali 26-21 in Super
Bowl XVI in Pontiac, Mich.
.
Thought for today: "We shape our
buildings - thereafter, they shape
us.",- Sir Winston Churchill. British
itelesittan(1174-1961 .
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long war lust ended
Deaths reported include Mrs Cot
die ‘Shitlow Watkins. 4:t, Mrs Ey..
Stella Neese, lb. Mrs Sado; Adair.
92, %%'. it Perry and Joseph I.: %lad:
den In . infa_nt son
liii tlis ti-ported include a girl to
MI and Sirs Steve Elkins. a girl.tii
11t- and Mrs Robby Lynn Rose and a
1.'05 to Sir and Mrs 1%1111 I
,
,
.1.11,41.1.iii pi
Marl.
3:111t•
I'sro.• tAigliter
Robert l'srey . and Wilfr•Ill tr'Neit.
Bickel. son of Mr and Mrs I irin
Rh krt. were married at Vim ersity
Chikrch of Christ
In togli School bakethall games
Murray beat F'artilington and 4
Calloway- beat South Staushall
team score's were Rat Lille tot
Murray.. I 'olley for Farmington. 1 %in
Ihtoupson for.
R.1
McCargor for South Marshall
Tweirty•years-agl) ‘ hitt,•r arta cold held callio.ta,
I .,1111k

blue ribbon commission to study it right away!
"

Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions.and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton SI, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
'include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINF: My mother is 72
years old and lives in a federally subsidized apartment building. Even
with this assistance with her housing
needs. it has become impossible for
her to buy food,clothing, and incidentals and also the medications and
medical requirements necessary for
her which her Medicare does not
cover completely I want to look into
the possibility of her being eligible
for Medicaid If she could receive
assistance in buying her monthly
medicine, which now amounts to
nearly $70 per month, and with
medical services such as dental and
eyeglasses which are not covered

tilesi•

looking back
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1.41insville Mayor Harvey Sloane
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for a change
Ii' zero for the Republik atis and d T101 j List
esent 1 1iortiot rat',
blank list for candidates
Jahr: Yount:, linos: II .11
On'top of Pus Republicans aye let , tried hard to throw old time 11,41(1,,
tin
opportunity slip while the •
''it of State rir•Vertitt Writ tel.
1/omit-rats are getting - pleslecs and
h. 11114tht have created .1 demand t.
allegianr:es from the -eler. !foals. pro
its tetorn
mises that. um 11.4 t.• itkr- 11 atter
I he Republicans ma% alts.a.iv
the primary
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hav •• dated tutu hilt' SIMI tun, ital.'
I/emus-rat in Mav will have the ele.
Mtlf14•:i
p11•110•5 And
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I% 11444:
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get started
WILit the tieing,- an- l'at tv iii is a red-hot primary to at quaint tia•
voters with their candidates ati,t
loyalties among the in.lepen.lent
tt' r
w h ir .1 ru r
•!,
...c.
the adv antao
/eniocratic
mg a say in locarcounts races i het,-

HI Its -gr,isp ft,i• the sc,,,nd

stime,ht day vv ith only slight /nosier a
that (sae' ivst ti or toill3:111 1 :VA 111.4!lit
bcii0A
the official low
recortly,i IA It 11 silo% and
5/ hook
serve-II IA ini!sr• V.err 4'11•Nt'll
Alidr-4%1 5%'WS, With:Mei 111Sin
and
Mrs In,* Sy kes.. Nitirrav . has been
named .is.lileal Freshman s;it at
Murray State (*trite& "
Recent births repotted at Sion ay
Hospital int-hide a girl II. Mt atl.t ,
Sirs I trvin Dotson.. a_bov ti Mr mid
Mrs Iticharil Henson, a Imo, ti, Mr
and Mrs Itotiold Allbt Men. N.% to
Sir and Sirs flay it Shepherd. :11 CI? 1
to Mr and Sirs lip hal ..1 Stout and .1
1.144Yt44 Mi. and Mrs .littincy Coleman
cith
Sirs_ Curtis Hat s 11.1i eta
(ea, her.
tiays. student Gay
%%ITC
and Paul Matthew!.
11.4f14•1

11151 tersto oft

on

presented at the
meeting of Calloway (*.punt% High
School Unit of Parent-'11-acher
- Association Sirs ('bath-s. Ryan was
tfrograni chairman
Mrs Boone I io retire 4111cl-tell !fie
program at the meeting of the; WS(•:ti
of Martinis. Chapel Methodist(load'
e of Mrs I 4.i.FrIA iii
at I
Thirty years ago
Preston A Jewell. seaman. ESN.
stun of Mr arid Mrs Arthur It 4/.'Well,
is a me▪ n-tlfier of Fighter Squadron'A
operating from attack aircraft car,
tier. PSS Philippine Sea. in the Far
East
Deaths reported include W W
NlcI /time!. 73.
Thirty-one students will qualify for'
degrees at the end of the first
semester at Murray State College
Itirths reported include a boy to
Mr and Mrs John Pitt, Jan 14, it boy
14) Mr. and Mrs. James Ralph
Jan. 16, and a girl to Mr. anti Mrs
NoelhicEee.Jan_ I&
William McElrath: Associational
RA leader, spoke at meeting of the
Blood River Baptist Association
WMLI on Jan n at Memorial Baptist
Church.
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Anniversary event planned Feb.6
Mr. and Mra..,,Jesse
Heath.. Rt. 1; Sedalia (Cubs Community will
celebrate their 5(Sh wedding anniversary on Sunday. Feb 6
A receptihn will be
from 2 to 4 p.m in
Fellowship Hall of the
' Cuba Baptist Church MI
. friends and relatives -are
invited
Mr and Mrs. IleAth'
were married Feb 4.
1933, in Mayfield b) the
Rev John B Ilardeman
Their attendants were
Lillie Mae /Bill)
Copeland and • Dewey
Dobson
Mrs Heath i
the
daughter of the lare
Monroe Yates and tiertila
Collins Yates Mr Heath
is the son of the late
-Charlie Heath and Tolle..
Gilbert Heath; .
The reception will be
hosted by the Heath's
children and grandchildren
Their children arc Mrs
Tex (Dorothy Douglas of
-Erin. Term Sirs. Bill
Wilma i Sinter of Pilot
Oak, Larry Heath of
Athens. Ala . and Gary
Heath of Mayfield.
They have le grandchildren and three greatgrandchildren

-

Local couple to be honored Sunday
Mr and Mrs it.
Culpepper. Rt 5. will
celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, Jan 30 A reception
will be in the Community
Room of- the North
Branch of the Peoples
Bank
All friends and
relatives are invited to
call between the hours of
2 to 4 p.m The couple requests that guests not bring gifts
The couple was mar•
ried Jan 31,1933
Mrs Culpepper. the
former Maggie Barnes. is
the daughter of the late A.
karma and Nora Barnes
of Marshall County.
Mr Giulix.pper is the
son of the late Perry
Culpepper and Zora
('ulpepper of Murray.
The event will be
hosted by the couple's
two daughters. Mrs Ann
Spann and Mrs Judie
.Rogers, and their six
grancichildren

Mr. and Mrs. J.L. Culpepper
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Heath

Elementary school honor rolls listed
"Die honor rolls (or Ow.
first semester at the
-Calljway Elementary
Scho-ols have been released by Bob Allen. principal
at East. James Feltner,
principal at North. and
Hay Dwirt. principal at
Southwest
The lists • include the
following. F:AST
Fifth grade
_
Kim Moore and Lori
Roberts. all As;
Randy Hansen, Robyn
Meador, Johnny Mac

central center 713.3314

CHERI 3

Phillips. Robert Orr,
Julie Pittman. Michelle
Stubblefield. Jennifer
Bruce. Tummy E dmonson. Darby Futrell,
Beth Henniger, Kina
Hurt.
Kiln Mann. Scott Mays,
Ray Roberts, Mark
Sallth. Travis Torsak.
Chris Black. William
Dunn. Chris; Hale,
Elizabeth McCuiston,
Kathy Wilson and Julie
Minter
Sixth grade
Tammy Angle. Kim
Brown, Teresa Cunningham, Gina Harris,
Heidi Hems, Patrick Orr,

Heather Williams. Kathy.
Musser, Kelly Manker.
Angela Tracy Deanna
Earns.
Vickie Herndon, Karon
Burkeen. Kim Lough,
Belinda Trimble, Beth
Boas, P.J. Chadwick.
Kim 1)arnelt, Leah Frambrough, Gina Gooch,
dy Kilgore and Shannon
Ma'uiston.
NORTH •
Fifth grade
Michelle Clayton. Andrea Crick. Lisa Culver.
Melissa Green, Beth
Haley: Jennifer Jones,
Mike Kelso,
Paul Lamb. Alan
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Miller, Angie Miller. Jennifer Price, Kristy
Starks. Julie Tucker and
Loren Wisehart.
Sixth grade
Charles Archer. Man
liazzell... Scott 'lazuli,
Shane Black, Sara liksey.
Heather Burgess,It
Cleaver, Denese
Ingham, Candy Howard,
Jennifer Johnston.
Rhoda Jones. Valerie
Jones. Alison Leiilie,
Brian Mitchell, Debbie
Mott. Tammy Parker,
Jennifer Parrish,
Danielle Rodriguez,
Shari Sheen and Heather
Walston.
SOUTHWEST
Sixth grade
Amy Ferguson. Laura
Jones and Yanci's Huie,
all A's,
Darla Grernore. Lori
Overcast. Tammy
Paschall, Renee Thweatt,
Teresa Armstrong,
Stefan' Barnett. Adam
Chambers,
Jane Ann Cook. Karen
Dale, Felisha Lamb.
Wendy Pier, Dairida
Waldrop, Betsy Whitfield
and Jon Wuest
JERUSALEM
Pope Paul VI and
Patriarch Athenagoras of
Constantinople met in
Jerusalem tn 1964. It was
the first meeting of the
heads of the Roman
Catholic and Orthodox
churches since the 15th
century.
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Program to be at center

Enrollment closes

The Campus Chapter of Phi Delta Kappa Murray
State University will present a prograrri on personal
computers on Thursday, Jan. 27. at 7 p.m. in Ohio
Room of University Center. This presentation entitled "Overview: Computer Use in Education,"
will be made by Dr. Vernon Gantt. professor in the
Department of Speech and Theatre.
Dr. Willis Johnson, chapter president, stressed
that, this is an awareness program for people who
wish to enhance their understanding of personal
computers. "This program will delight the novice
and the literate." says Johnson. Faculty members
and others in the community who have an interest
in personal computers are welcome to attend.

Wednesday, Jan. 26, is the last day,..to enroll in
regular Monday. Wednesday and Friday 16-week
classes for credit at Murray State University.
Thursday,Jan. 27, is the last day to enroll in regular
Tuesday and Thursday 16-week classes and is the
last day to change from audit to credit. Classes
must be attended on the enrollment date.

Tennis play Thursday
Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Thursday. Jan. 27, from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m.
at the Kenlake Tennis Center. The group will meet
at 6:45 a.m. at home of Marilyn Adkins to go to
Kenlake. Substitutes will be Norma Frank, Cathy
Mattis and Cecelia Brock.
The lineup is as follows: Court One -- Agnes
_Payne, Janice Howe, Vickie Miller and Marilyn
Adkins, Court Two — Gayle Foster, Cathy Young,
Laura Miller and Becky Wilson.

Zetos to meet Thursday
The Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will meet Thursday, Jan. 27, at 7 p.m. at the
club house. Mr. and Mrs. George Lilly, guest
speakers, will relate their experiences while in Germany.
Hostesses will be Jo Elkins, Barbara Erwin, Leila
Erwin, Betty Lou Farris and Jane Fitch.

Roger Fronk promoted
Roger L. Frank, son of Eugene B. Frank and
Dorsey J. Frank of New Concord, has been promoted to the rank of specialist four in the United
States Army. He is an armor crewman in Aschaffenburg, West Germany with the Third Infantry

Tennis ploy Tuesday
Group C of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Tuesday. Jan. 25. from 11 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. at Kenlake Tennis Center. The group will meet
at 10:30 a.m. at Dakota Feed and Grain to go to the
center.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Jennifer
Hewlett, Cindy Dunn, Vickie Holton and Annette
Alexander; Court Two — C.ecella Brock, Renee
Wynn,Cathy Mattis and Alice Rouse.

The specialist is a 1978 graduate of Downers
Grove North High School, Illinois.

Dennis Gantt promoted
Dennis R. Alantt, son of Mane Gantt, 307 South
llth St.. Murray, has been promoted to the rank of
staff sergeant in the United States Air Force. Gantt
is an air traffic control specialist at Williams Air
Force Base, Arizona, with the 1922nd Communicatons Squadron.
His wife, Patricia, is the daughter-of..Lysin Day,
945 Perdue St., Macon, Ga. He is a 1973 graduate of
Butler High School, Huntsville, Ala.

SIDS meeting Thursday
sips (sudden death syndrome ) Support Group
will meet Thursday, Jan. 77, at 7:30 p.m. at
Calloway County Health Center, North Seventh and
Olive Streets. This is for any parent who has lost a
child or young adult through sudden death, accident
or natural death.
The group is composed of parents who have lost
children and want to share their feelings with other
parents in the same group, according to Lillian
Robertson, licensed practical nurse with the
department. For information persons may call the
center at 753-3381.

Computer program planned
The Par-is Mental Health Center, 406 Virginia St.,
Paris, Tenn., will offer a nine-week program to
teach methods of understanding and dealing with
children. This program will help to explain why
children behave as they do and what parents can do
to get their children's cooperation and also ways to
help their children with problems.
A free introductory session will be Thursday, Jan.
27, at II p.m. at the center. Fey ilformanon call
Suomi*Irt Dan Emerson at1411341:1021,or OK
sin disireigien Thursday.

Coffeehouse Tuesday

111111111tA,..

On Cable TV in February
Uncut, No Commercials!
The Force'
.is back' And its on Cable TV' You
can thrill to every exciting. spell-binding moment
Of or* of Hollywood's greatest movies of all time

The Murray State University Center tsoarG will
present a coffeehouse featuring Michael John on
Tuesday. Jan. 35, at 11 p.m. in The Stables at Murray...
Stabs University Coder. There is no
_
admiMchse

EVERY TUESDAY
IS

TACO TUESDAY
2 CRISPY TACOS

Sit back relax and enjoy it in the comfort of
your own home at viewing times convenient
to you

y•

If you're not an HBO subscriber.*sign up
now ih time to see STAR WARS in
February
For more information

For

99c
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Free adult education class
to be at the learning center
schedule
English grammar from
9 to 10:30 a.m.: and
general mathematics —
1030 a.m to noon.
Classes will end March
30.
He explained that
anyone 16 years of age or
older who is not now atChuck Guthrte, coor- tending a public school
dinator of the center. said may enroll for the
the classes will meet on courses, which are
Mondays and designed for adults who
Wednesdays in the. Adult plan to take the General
Learning Center in Room Educational Develop206 of Roy Stewart ment IGED I high school
Stadium on the following equivalency test or 4or

A tree adult education
class in general
mathematics and English
grammar will be offered
by the Adult Learning
Center at Murray State
University for a period of
eight weeks, beginning
Feb 7

Community calendar
Monday.Jan.24
Adult Great Books
Discussion t;roup will
meet at 7 pm at
Calloway. Public Library
- ----Colts and Fihrs 4-II
Horse Club will meet at 7
p in at Jack and-hit has.
Care Center

persons who need a math
or English refresher
cdurse before enterintra
vocational school or college.
Persons who already
have a high school
diploma or high school
equivalency certificate
are also welcome to participate in the classes.
Guthrie pointed out.
Students may register
for the courses by visiting
or calling the Adult Learning Center 4762-6871 ,
between II a.m. and 4 p.m
Monday through Friday..

STUDENTS OF MON
— Lee Ann Rayburn,
left, and Mark Farris, right, have been elected as
January Students of the Month by the Student Council of Calloway County Middle School. Rayburn, an
eighth grade student, is a member of Beta Club,
Student Council, is active in Math Bowl Competition
and Speech activities, participated in talent show
and is a cheerleader. Farrts, a seventb grade student, participated in talent show and is a member of
the football team wearing jersey number 69 or 43

Nursing students eligible
financial aid through VA
Nursing students who
will be juniors or seniors
at Murray State Universi-

ty in 19113-84 are now eligi- Administration
VA I
ble to apply for financial Health Professional
aid through the Veterans Scholarship Program.
Johnny McDougal,
director of the student
financial aid at Murray
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dinary. It gives yoa ac- Sparks Hall, Murray that candidate and
cess. It breaks down bar- State University, Mur- reduce taxes. dodate to a
riers. It's a permission ray, Ky., 42071. telephone charity to rid the Earth of
• 5021 762-2546.
slip," he said.
sonic disease.
In the past decade.
several thousand clown
ministries have sprung
up in the United States.
according to social
lAtt:t'
worker and pastor Pam
,
o
*N.
Hayden, who, along with
Pinder, founded the'
Clown Institute last year
Merroy Calloway Covey Hospital Pow has
to instruct others in clown
ministry.
the following R.N. positions avoileble:
"I see clown ministry
•Clinicel Specialist •Staff Norse
as a unique, creative. way
In areas of critical cart, miedkal-sergical,
to minister to people who
owl obstetrical worsen, on 3-11 sad 11-7
are hurting the most,"
said Mrs. Hayden. 26, a
shifts.
ACCIl offers yea
campus minister at St.
•4 wosk Orioatatiesi pies staff dimipmeat
Joseph's University who
SPECIAL
'Competitive salary with shift difformitial
did her master's thesis on
•Ivory offmr viaah sad off
POLY FOAM
the healing powers of the
•Imam boaefits incisidhog • tuition roisishorsommit.
clown.
Chad Care Costar, mai Implerso
load Mass,
**The people most
Pragrems
receptive to clown
kw mars .4...?l.. cooed:
ministry are the people
Wassiovo Adams, R.N. Norse Itocraitar
who are the most
*Pm,Calkinf CIL
vulnerable— thestelkiht--MU Poplar St.
mentally disabled, mph
Ifimmay, IT 42071
in jail for life, drug ad1102-711-1131 bt 1113 w 144
dicts," she said.
Each Piece

Psychiatrist comments
TUCSON, Ariz. AP) —
Sex. 'one of nature's
finest tonics," is not only
possible after a heart attack but seems to help
. with recovery, a
psychiatrist says.
•
"People who return to a
sexual life almost invariably have a better
prognosis in terms of
returning to work.. and to
socializing" after heart
attacks, said Dr. Thomas
P. Hackett, chief of
psychiatry at
Massachusetts General
Hospital in Boston.
It is a damaging myth.
he said Tuesday, that
once you have a heart attack), you're over the hill
and there's no sense in
even talking about sex
because you can't have it
anymore."
Hackett said an unwaer
ranted fear of death dur..ing intercourse is given
as the main reason sexual
activity decreases by an.
average of 50 percent
among heart attack survivors. A quarter of all
such survivors never
resume sexual relations,
he said.
He told an American
Heart Association
Science Writers Forum
that sex after heart problems is emphasized
because "it seems to be a
key to progress in
rehabilitation...It is one
of nature's finest tonics."
Hackett is co-author of
a Heart Association

Actress in fame walk

Community Chorus is
-scheduled to inert at 7 AO
p iii at First United
Methodist Church
--- -Recovery. Inc . will
meet at 7 30 p Ui ,it
Health Center. North
Seventh and OliVe
Streets
_
Reit) Skold Group of
F'irst Baptist Church
Woolen will meet at 7
p in at home of Mrs
..em

Tuesday,Jan. 25
Inn 10 a in to 2 p in.'at
Hate: and Douglas
(*enters: from 10 a.m. to 3
.p in at Ellis Center

Mothers Morning ,.Out
will be at 9 a in at First
is SaledUled t4/ Meet at 8 United Methodist Church
p in in western portion of
Coffeehouse featuring
Livest,ick and Exposition Michael John will be at 8
Center
p.m in The Stables. Murray State Universits
Murras TOPS take off Center
Admission
pounds sensibly , Club free
will meet at 7 p in at
Health Center •
Wednesday,Jan. N.
hazel and Douglas
liethel Plaptist Bible Cefiters will be open iron'
Studs will meet at 6 p in 10 a in to) 2 p in for auat !untie or David ;old to. ales II) SeIlltIr Cal/e•Iir.
Aleshia Cunningham: I't
terback Road
I.: %cots at First
Presto terian t*hurch will
Returning Stuilents 111/ lut1a• choir prat lice at 6
United will meet at 11 Jo p tii and Youth t ;romp at
a in in irdia at Ilall
p III
Murra;- State I:iliversit)
Workshops on tenenfte
Singles Class will meet e ii to rUIdery a n d
tH heting will be at 9 ao
at 7 p
at St's 41101 .111,1
Poplar (*hurl h of Christ
a in at Ellis Center For
g all 753 145?
Alcoholics Anions

Video games
becoming
yearly habit

I. a 1 1 41 Wai('tunis

-11rernakers Coo n,
will rnect at ti .to a in at
(-Imbiber if
Centre
Marshall Count%
Chapter of Lathes Full
(;ospel .Felbitk ship wilt
Meet at 10 30 a ni :it
..G'atew at Steakhoonsc.
I It affeny Ole

r

Junk moil
collected

Minister also is clown
PHILADELPHIA ( Al'
-- Without changing his
vocation, the Rev.
William Pinder swaps the
white collar of a minister
for the greasepaint of a
clown.
Pindar transforms
himself into a whitefaced
mime in baggy knickers
and tattered top hat to
comfort the afflicted in
cancer wards,
psychiatric units,
prisons, senior citizen's
kitties and children's
hospitals.
"It is a legitimate form
of ministry," said Pinder, 43, pastor of the Old
'--Pine Street Presbyterian
Church, a 215-year-old
Greek revival-style
church in the Society Hill
section al town.
Our intention is
deeper than just making
people laugh. A clown is
an art form that has
social feedback.. It has
therapeutic powers. It
grabs the natural child in
allot us," he added
Pinder, a native of
West Virginia. became a
clown quite by accident
when his daughter was
born 10 years ago. To
celebrate, he went out on
the street to hand out
roses; his surgical mask
and gown were his first
coatsune.
In time, he discovered
that a clown in funny
clothes and whiteface can
reach people in a way
that a black-robed
Minister can't.
„.
"The cicnro is a mirror.
People see a reflaction of
something they might be
feeling," said Pinder,
who has occasionally
preached In whiteface to
his 250-member congreption.
"The clown is a bridge
botulism what is and what
eagle be, between the or-

Ihstriet 17, Unit I of
Licensed Practical
Nurses will meet at 7
p m in private dining
room of Murray Cal low ay Count)
Hospital
•
- --First council meeting
of Chtirch and Community Cooperative :Ministry
of Murray-Calloway
Counts Need .1:rine
Association. Inc . will be
at 7 p ut at Callowas_
Public Library
The
,public IS ItIVIted

TursdasAan 33
Eva Wall Mission
Group of Memorial Baptist ,Church Women will
meet at 2 p.m with Marie
Housden, 1718 Keenland

'MP"

Attention
Registered
Nurses

MURRAY
CALUMNY
COUNTY
1-1KNITAL

rircle Of I .44Ve Ineet1M:
will Ire at 7 p ni at First
United Meth,.ti st Churi.h
Tuesday, Jan 25
M Orray 1.llllls ChM will
meet at 6 30 p iii at Miir
ray Woman's ChM !louse

intstel-s Fellow shiii of
Blood River Baptist
Association-la ill be at lo
a lii •i1 .1554,4 tational of
Ii' e at Hardin
Pack Conirmittee of Int)
Scout rack 5.7 will inert
at 7 p in at Ffrst United
Ntetluslist Chun ti

ht Lambda
•T a u •
Sorionts of Woonmen ot
the World Is Mill.'41UltA
Senior Cititens
Meet at 7 p iii .11 WI 1W
-tivities Will _be at "I .01
!fail
a In
at Dexter Cento.r.

SANTA CLARA. Calif..
AP o
Home s ideo
In e I trite s
Ka e
become -a year-round habit for MIMfl!. of their
4.101f14•1',, according to a
sur..es tos the Manufacturer Of rattrio lees for such games
Moore than .IS percent of
the owners queried said
ar,
the played
cording to the US Games study while another 31
percent said - they used
the games two or three
times a week
The owners also
reported pl.-es nig their
ipome video ga MeS an
average of jay hours a f
week

Now more than ever
you need to conserve
Cold
w•athiof mo•ne high., bills
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PUBLIC NOTICE
Year End Close Out
CONDUCTED BY MOTELhISTTRESS DISTRIBUTORS

AT:

Eagle Inn
S17 South 12th Hwy 641 Murray

Innerspring Mattress & Foundation
Beautiful Quilted Covers

DATE:
Wed., Jan, 26th
Thurs., ion. 27th

TWIN
FULL
$3900

CHIROPRACTIC OUTLOOK
Ily Dr. Meg linwringsmyst
AKTHKITtS AIDS
To relieve arthritis discomfort,
Piave•chiropractic •aam and treat
merit Modern drugless, all natural,
painless methods can ease hsint
stiffness
Chiropractors know that mil
alignment of one or more visual
bona* (vertebrae( *mists's and
presses on •iptised parrot, often
rousing arthritic pain Gentle
spinal adjustments quickly restore
almost
is
Roller
alignment.
homadistri
A pods pulling of your rivet.
- fewer bark or donors spiny •••••
impingement

TIME:
it:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.

-Bring your car,
truck or trailer
Plastic Wrapped

WHILE THEY LAST!!
All merchandise is brand new. None used. None soiled. Still an original factory packaging
Not to be confused with bedding belonging to the motel in which this sole is conducted

—SAVE AS MUCH AS 50% ON ALL—

pain is OilittCOTO
UIP adosstm•iitii restore flow
of nerve energy to all body pints,
cooking off Inflammation, south
ing pain. "untying" those gnarled
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Health Awareness Center
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Murray,Kentucky 43071
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Graves countian frequent skater at roller rink at Mayfield
MAYFIELD, Ky. + API
— Quinton Turner has
become somewhat of
living legend in this
western Kentucky town,
even though he spends a
lot of his lime going in
circles,
The 13-year-old Graves
Countian is a frequent
patron of Skatetovrn USA,
a roller rink that for the
most part attracts a
much younger clientele.
But Turner. a short,
compact man with silver
hair and brown eyes.
deesn't have much trouble holding his own on
skates, say people who
work at the rink
He even skated in the
New Year by staying on
wheels from 7 p m on
Dec 31 to 1 a m on Jan
1, said Kelvin Halley:.
assistant rink disc
jockey
"The average age of
skaters we get is about 13
or 14," said Hallew "Hut
he can keep up with the
best of them "
Sometimes he's even
ahead of them When the
first races for skaters
were -held at the rink,
Turner dashed across the

frogging over other
skaters oft1 he broke his
neck. "In a car wreck."
he explained.
Now he'd just as soon
waltz around in a routine
in which he leans back on
the rear wheels of his

finish line ahead of all
other comers, said
Bellew.
•'That was last year., so
he was 61. The skaters he
beat were mostly 17 And
18. I'd say that's pretty
fantastic."
Turner, who strapped
on his first pair of skates
about 32 years ago at the
urging of his children,
says most of the other
roller rink regulars are
young enough to be his
grandchildren.
"But I can keep up with
the hounds," he winked
Like most other
neophytes, Turner endured plenty of bumps
and bruises learning to
maneuver on eight
wheels instead of two
feet.
"But I've only been on
the floor twice in the last
six years,". he said.
Meanwhile, Turner has
collected a bag of skating
tricks
In one. he zips around
the arena while balanced
on two outside front skate
wheels. "I can get up to
about 20 miles an hour
that-wiy." hesaid.
Turner enjoyed leap-

Governor's Wife rejects
furniture being donated
TRENTON. N.J I API
More than $200.000 in
antique furniture donated
to furnish Drumthwacket, the remodeled
governor's mansion, has
been rejected by Gov
Thomas Kean's wife,
Debby, who asked that it
be taken away and`sold
"I don't think I the furwas really
niture
representative of what
we all pictured as finest
in what a stataiouse has
to offer." said Percy
Leach, a close friend and.
advisor to Mrs Kean
-It's time we took our
place doing things first
rate only For so many
years, New Jersey has
settled for second place "
The, rejected furnishur were American
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Empire style pieces heavy and ornate with intricate carvings and gold
inlay fashioned in the early 19th century at about
the same time Drumthwacket was built.
Renovating Drumthwacket - from the
Scottish words for hill
and thicket or wood — is a
project of the New Jersey
Historical Society, and
about $1.5 million in
private money .and
$500.000 in state money
has been spent. The
13.500-square-foot . mansion in Pnneeton will
replace the nearby
Morven as the governor's
official residence
Kean. Mrs. Kean and
their three children live
at their own expense on
their estate in Livingston.
The Keens have been
reluctant to move, saying
they want their children
to continue attending
private. schools in northern New Jersey.
The rejected furniture
has been moved to
Morven. where it will be
put on display and sold.
The approximately 50piece collection, was installed in Drtunthsvacket
twice, first during last
year's inaugural events
and again last summer to
give Mrs. Kean an idea of
how the house would 164
while the remodeling continued.
"She said it was 'Very
nice, thank you very
much. and after
everyone left, she said
'Take it all away,— a
family friend who asked
to remain anonymous
We's quoted as saying In
Sunday's editions of The
Trenton Times.
"It took ua forever to
find this stuff. We contacted almost every
dealer in the country.
And the fact that they
don't want to use it, I
think is absolutely
despicable," said a miffed consultant to the project, who asked not to be
identified.
Morty Schwartz, a
Philadelphia antique
dealer, said a pair of pier
tables he sold to the
historical 'society were
designed by Anthony
Quervelle, a French
cabinet maker whose
tables are on display in
the Metropolitan
Museum of Art in New
York and at the Winterthur Museum in
Delaware.
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skates,
His partner is usually
his granddaughter. 13- year-old Lou Ann Turner.
He skated with his wife
- Louise until she was
sidelined by arthritis last
year.

753-0910

"Everything I do on
skates is self-tai,"
Turner said. "Some roll
artitmd and hold onto the
hand rail or never get far
Irvin ft. I don't know of
anybody else who goes all
out.
"seems like when
people get older they get
afraid of falling and hurting themselves. Or they
just think they're just too
old to skate and give it
up." he said.
"Now my grandkids
call me and ask me to
take them skating. I ask
them what about their
daddy and they say Daddy's too old.

OBITUARIES
B.F. Bishop
dies;funeral
rites today

Ed Griffin
Rites Sunday
dies;services at chapel for
to be Tuesday Mrs. Lassiter

Find rites lee Mrs.
Ed Griffin, 1$,
Bernice P. Bishop, 77,
New Concord. died Satur- Hopkinsvills, formerly of Eels T. Lassiter were
day at 2:45 p.m. at Murray. died Saturday Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
Murray-Calloway County morning at Veterans Ad- chapel of J.H. Churchill
Hospital. He was a ministration Hospital, Funeral Home. Dr.
Nashville, Tenn. His Walter E. Mischke, Jr.,
retired farmer.
Born Sept. 22. 1906, in death was attributed to and the Rev. Jack Jones
officiated. Rudolph
Stewart County, Tenn., cancer.
The former Murray Howard was soloist with
he was the son of the late
James Gather Bishop and man helped to establish Joan Boater as organist.
Pallbearers were
Minnie Myrtle Beard Radio Station WNBS lii
194 and was manager for James Parker, John
Bishop.
Parker, David Parker,
He is survived by his 11 years.
He is survived by one Joe Parker, Jack Jones,
wife, Mrs. Vennie Curtis
Bishop, to wham he was daughter. Ann W. Griffin, Allen McCoy and Allen
Pool. Burial was in Murmarried April 13, 1927. ' Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
The funeral will be ray City Cemetery.
Surviving are six
Mrs. Lassiter, 96, 204
daughters, Mrs. William Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the
(Geneva) Bell. Jr., chapel of Fuqua-Hinton East Poplar St.. died
Detroit, Mich., Mrs. Funeral Home. Saturday at 2:06 a.m. at
Robert ( Myrtle) Garner, Hopkinsville. Dr. Samuel Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Her husband.
New Concord, Mrs. R. Dodson will officiate.
WASHINGTON ( API Burial .Will follow in Jesse I. Lassiter, died in
Sidney lAgnesi Self,
The Supreme Court, Slayden, Tenn., Mrs. Riverside Cemetery, 1964. One daughter, Annie
already studying 'what James D. (Nancy) Hopkinsville.
Udell Lassiter, also
powers police have to Futrell, Murray, Mrs.
Friends may call at the preceded her in death.
search fenced-in fields Curtis Lee (Joyce) funeral home after 10
She was a member of
without first getting court McDermott, Benton. and a.m. Tuesday.
First United
the
•
, .
Warrants, today agreed Mrs. Dan (Nell) McMethodist Church. Born
to tackle a second case in- Cuiston, Huntersville,
Feb. 1. 1886, in Henry
volving that issue.
County, Tenn., she was
N.C.; two sons, Charles
The justices said they
the daughter of the late
Biiitiop,5iaYden. Tenn..
will use the(Timingl pro- and Wiley Bishop, New
John Henry Thompson
secution of Ray Oliver, Concord.
and Victoria Bradford
charged with growing
Thompson.
Also surviving are one
marijuana on his western sister, Mrs. Mary Clark,
Mrs. Lillie Mae .Mrs. Lassiter is survivKentucky (arm, to fine- Erin, Tenn.; four Houston, 79, 312- South ed by two daughters,
tune previous rulings on brothers, Edward Bishop 13th St., died Saturday at Miss Mary Lassiter and
the so-called "open and Batson Bishop, Erin, 8:40 a.m. at Puryear Nur-- Miss Ruth Lassiter, both
fields" doctrine.
ofSO4 E. Poplar St.
Tenn., Boyd Bishop, sing Home.
The tonstitution's Cookeville, Tenn., and
She was married Oct.
Fourth Amendment Howard Bishop, Georgia. 24, 1920, to Marvin
generally requires police
Twenty-one grand- Houston who died June
to obtain a-court warrant children and 21 great- 14, 1981. She was a
before conducting a grandchildren also sur- member of Memorial
search. One exception yive.
Baptist Church and a
created by the Supreme
The funeral is today at retired employee of MurThe funeral for Mrs.
Court in 1924 allows war- 1:30 p.m. in the chapel of ray State University.
Sallie Williams is today
rantless searches of open Blalock -Coleman
Born March 12, 1903, in at 2.p.m. in the chapel of
fields.
Funeral Home. The Rev. Calloway • County, - -whe J.H. Churchill -Funeral
Last- May, the justices Ronnie Adams and the was the daughter of the Home. The Rev.
agreed to review a Rev. Richard West are of- late Franklin Pierce Heyward Roberts -is ofFlorida case in which the ficiating. Music is by the Holland and Sally Henry ficiating. Gus Robertson,
fields searched by police Poplar Spring Baptist Holland.
Jr., is soloist with
were fenced in. In that Church Quartet.
Mrs. Houston is surviv- Richard Jones as
case, Martin Countyr.
Grandsons are serving ed by one daughter, Mrs. organist.
Fla., sheriff's deputies as pallbearers. Burial Wayne .4 Pauline Jones,
Pallbearers are Eddie
tin through a locked will follow in the Hicks 312 South 13th St.; one Wayne Williams, Dan
gate, cut through a Cemetery. son, Charles Houston, Billington, James Billbarbed-wire fence and
Canton, Miss.:. two ington, Mason Billington,
traveled a few hundred
sisters, Mrs. Beula Gerald Walker and Slane
yards before arresting
Towery, Rt. 1, Dexter, Cathey. Burial will follow
five men who, were
and Mrs. Ruby Jones, In Williams Cemetery.
unloading marijuana
Hardin; one brother,
Mrs. Williams, 09, died
from a small airplane Prices furnished by First Paul Holland, Murray. - Saturday at 2:20 a.m. at
of
Michigan,
Woodman
that had landed ,in an
Six grandchildren sur- Murray-Calloway County
Bldg..
1,800-acre field.
vive who are Mrs. Kent Hospital. She had been a
Oral arguments in the Imbaatria: ,.f.4,.1
(Paulette) Reed. patient at Westview Nurr:
Florida case have not yet
Princeton, Phillip Wayne sing Home.
ithr l`todarti
11-1
been heard by the high Armco'Marrs
a• • Jones, El Paso, Texas;
The deceased was a
Sk,
court, indicating that no Argasd
Stacey Houston, Vanessa member of the Lone Oak
Amenran Torptiair
decision in it is due soon. tterar
Houston, Kendra Houston Primitive Baptist
114
a's I
The court's move to take Erroll
and Cal Houston, all of Church.' Born Sept. 5,
rant
MS 14
Oliver's case was not exCanton, Miss. One great- 1893, in Graves County,
A IV
plained in the justices' asorrol trauma
1441 • grandchild is Lindsey
she was the daughter of
trowel Marra
rt. 14
short order.
Reed of Princeton.
twarral Tiro
W. I'.
the late James Monroe
ns
Oliver, a 62-year-old Grand&
funeral was today Billington and Margaret'
The
w, 14
retired farmer, is charg- Goirrmi
at noon in the chapel of Elizabeth Kelley BillGIN OU
11% I
ed with manufacturing IBM
IT
Churchill Funeral
J.H.
C Parry
13'•
marijuana at his farm ANY,
Home. Dr. Jerrell White
Iral VIA
Survivors are one
[Maui
1ra t
near Louisville.
Officiated.
Mrs. Louise
daughter,
Mary Kay COM
VI
Police detectives, ac- Pospeak
Pallbearers were Pren- Morris, Fern Terrace
Wi err
ting on an anonymous tip, Qtraer Ora
MN war
tice Holland, Frank Lodge; one son, Aubrey
114 44
drove to Oliver's farm Truro
Towery, Steve Towery, Williams, Akron, Ohio;
LS Tsar .‘.
and walked more than a Mal Mart
OA% iS
Earl Leen Ralph Bogard two grandchildren; five
Mast I
1.104
mile to a secluded field Warne
and Halford Beane. great-grandchildren.
WWI UNA
where they found mariBurial was in Murray
Also surviving are one
CS)Yard
so
juana growing.
Memorial G
sister, Mrs. Maude Billington Cook, Rt. 2; two
'of f 'nRKFT REPORT' ARE POINIc,ORED Br
brothers, Henry Billington, Rt. 3, and
Woodrow Billington,
Akron, Ohio; several
•
.
•
nieces and nephews.

Supreme Court
asked to make
warrant study

Mrs. Houston
dies;funeral
at noon today

Mrs. Williams'
funeral rites
today in chapel
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GET THE HEIN= PERSPECTIVE

a.

a Our Most Powerful Pocket Computer .
Ever—Easily Pi ogrammable In
Extended
•Printer/Plotter Produces
Alphanumeric* and Superb Graphics
In Slack, Red, Green and Slue
•interlace Lets You Store and Load
or Two Optional
rders
ne
t
Data UsinAs
Cassette
•System ShOVA1 Is 21/14 x 12"1/.1iix

New Low Price!
Pocket Computer Model PC-2
Was $279.96
In Cm. RIIC4
26-3001

19995
21995

New Low Price!
Pdritir/PkithiriliNartaoe
was 12311.911
In Ca.
*

36-3110.

Radio thatik

SEE IT AT YOUR NEAREST RADIO SNACK STORE,
.
COMPUTER CENTER
OR PARTICIPATING DEALER

A 04V111004 oc TANDY CORPORATION
Is ?Nth COT

PasCIIS MAY wistv

iskswOUAL STORRS see MALIN*

Notice Of Office Relocation
pr. John W. Golberg, P.S.C.
M.D., F.R.C.S.(C.)
Orthopedic Surgery
Suite 308
Mason Memorial
Medical Arts Building
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
New Phone Number
(Area Code 562)753-1486

Winford Ray
dies;funeral
on Saturday
Services for Whiford
Ray were Saturday at 11
a.m. in the chapel of
Lindsey Funeral Home,
Paducah, The Rev. R.
Perkins Atherton ofBurial was in
M apleIa wn Cemetery
there.
Mr. Ray,SS, UN Dixie
Ave., Paducah, was pronomad dead at II cm.
Thursday. McCracken
Dienty Coroner Jerry
Beyer mid he died at ap6:31 am.
ast* of natural
atday
giir
C11101111.
HS

was a native et

Callow Cm*" wid a
amiir et • MOM
Ow*.
lbw law
•NI10161
Ilantay.
_d.
Js
Mamas, Mayes*, oat
son, Sherman,..lap..
Paducah.
Also surviving am fair
Oars. Mrs. As Aralum. Mrs. Thyra
Md3regor, Mrs. Daily'
McGregor and Mrs.
Locale Rudd, all of
Paducah; seven grandchildren; one greatgrandma.

•

•
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Farmers need to look at surplus tobacco options
FRANKFORT - Now
that a carry-over program for surplus tobacco
has been approved.
fanners need to loot at
all the options before
deciding on the best action for them. according
to Agriculture CommisBarkley.
sioner Alben
II
Because of this year's
large surplus. the US.

Department of
Agriculture will permit
producers to process and
store excess tobacco
above the amount of their
alloted sales quota for the
1902 crop.
Under the program the
farmer would receive
payment for the amount
placed in the program at
an earlier date I October,

than when the market Association has agreed to
traditionally opens in handle the excess burley,
November.
which, in Kentucky. will
probably amount to over
-This will enable 40 million pounds The exfarmers who produced
cess. burley program is
more than they are allow- expected to be a oneed to sell ever the quota year-only program
system to store the leaf
off the farm. Barkley
A primary advantage
said.
of the program is that off The Burley Tobacco the-farm storage reduces
Growers Cooperative the threat of theft and

Tobocco: too much of a good thing
A lot of burley tobacco
growers are finding
themselves with too
much of a .good thing:
tobacco grown in excess
of the 1982 sale quotas.
The overabundance is
the result of a good growing season coupled with a
crop that was not riddled
by blue mold this year,
explains a tobacco Extension specialist in the
University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture.
In previous years, this
"surplus has not presented
the problems which this
year's excess is causing.
"Under previous programs, tobacco companies took the excess
tobacco and put,it into

_storage with delayed
payments made to
farmers in the next
marketing year," said
Dr George- Duncan'
However, this year's excess of 30-50 million
pounds is not likely to be
taken care of as in the
past.
"The producer probably is going to have to
store tobacco on the
farm, or softie
warehouses might agree
to leave it on the floor,"
the Extension specialist
said.
The Burley Farmers
Advisory Council recently voted to ask
agriculture Secretary

New John Deeres set
two-wheel drive records
LINCOLN, Neb. -- New
tractors introduced by
John Deere last summer
have set records for twowheel drive tractors in
both power and fuel efficiency according to official tests results recently releaaed by the Univer,
sity of Nebraska, here.
The tests were Conducted by the Tractor
Testing Laboratory
operated by the
Agricultural Engineering
Department at the
university. Since 1920,
Nebraska law has required that tractors be
tested by the laboratory
and various performance
characteristics officially
certified before similar
models could, be sold in
the state. Today, the
laboratory's reports are
recognized throughout
the free world as the standard by which tractors
are compared.
The largest of the new
line, the model 4850, pulled 20,810 pounds during
drawbar testing, a
measure of the tractor's
ability to pull a
designated load around a
concrete test track. This
figure was slightly more
than 2,000 pounds greater
than the previous record
of 18,777 pounds. A second
tractor in the new John
Deere line; the model
4650, also bettered the old
Mark, pulling 18,794
pounds.
Additionally, the 4850
established itself as the
most fuel efficient over 70
PTO hp 2-wheel tractor
now on the market.
The 4650 and 4850 are
the top of a line of five
new row-crop tractors,
the John Deere 50 Series,
ranging from the 100 hp
model 4050 to the 190 hp
4850. The new line is the
result of a five-year
research and development program.
Fuel effieicney was a
primary design oblective
In the development of the
new line of tractors. As a
group, the 50 series tractors average 10 percent
more fuel efficiency than
the John Deere 40 series
tractors they replace.
Feel efficiency has
been an important design
criteria for Vector
engineers as well as
automotive engineers.
But the tractor engineers
faced a different Net of
challenges.
While automobile
gasoline fuel economy is
measured by miles per
g•Ilon, the diesel
powered tractor's efficiency is measured, in
the' field, by fuel coin-

sumption per acre of
work.
Cars can be made more
fuel efficient by making
them lighter. But tractors
require weight, along
with their engine's
power, to pull heavy
.tillage equipment
through a variety of light
to heavy textured soils.
Cars can also be made
more fuel efficient by
streamlining. But tractors, which seldom exceed 20 miles per hour
even in road transport
between fields and spend
most of their working
time at 5 to 7 mph field
speeds, are relatively
unaffected by
aerodynamics.
In the new John Deere
tractors, fuel economy
was achieved through the
use of temperaturemodulated fan drives,
new turbochargers,
reduced-friction pistons,
refinements to the fuel injection system and, in addition to these engine improvements, a number of
transmission and
hydraulic system improvements.
Nevertheless, fuel efficient* is jusl as important on the farm as on the
highways. In 1970, according_ to government
.surveys, fuel represented
35 percent of the cost of
operating a tractor. By
1980, this had increased to
35 percent. The new John
Deere tractors represent
an effort to reduce, or
reverse,that trend.

John Block to designate and tied bundles in the
the two burley bulk
Mao) leaf grades
cooperatives as agents to
process and st,ore excess darkened in color at high.
normal and even- at low
tobacco.
This year's large , ex- case (except for both an
cess has created concern leaves I.
Normal and high case
among producers for
several- reasons, ac- tobacco in the bale or
cording to Duncan bulked in hands and
"There, are a lot of im- stored over the summer
plications." he said. "The are likely to be graded as
possibility of illegal ex- unsound because of an off
change of tobacco owner- odor or the appeardinci- of
ship for the purpose of mold
Considerable drs tug
sate and problems with
place in the bale or
damage, deterioration,
theft and fire all are in bundles in bulk if exposed to the air
cause for concern."
Producers forced to However, drying will not
store tobacco on the farm be fast enough to avoid -.
difficulty from' high inhave two options, .
cording,to Duncan. One is itial moisture
to leave the 'leaf on the - Data also is aVailable
stalk in the 'barn The on tobacco left hanging in
other )s to strip into the barn from one season
hands, bales or sheets to the next. A UK experiand store until the next ment on tobacco left
marketing season.
hanging from the -1981
Based on research at 'season showed that color
UK, Duncan is recom- qualities Changed, with
mending stripping any some'improving due to
excess and storing it that year's curing season.
"high and dry."Some tobacco also was
"Get the tobacco up off graded unsound!
Variegated colors causthe ground and store on a
pallet, platform, stripp- ed by too'rapid curing in
ing room bench or wagon 1981 dal improve, rioted
bed.". -advbes • Duncan. Dunean. "If a person has
The tobacco should not some colors that would
rest on plastic because it Improve with time; he
should keep that tobacco
holds moisture, he said.
The tobacco- should be and sell it next year," adkept dry since moist vises the specialist.
Bottom leaves also
tobacco is more likely to
spoil. "Strip tobacco in keep better for tobacco
medium or low case." left hanging in the barn,
adds Duncan. "It keeps as they do for packaged
better and our date shows tobacco.
A producer could keep
tobacco loses moisture by
excess tobacco hanging
fall anyway."
Dr. Linus Walton. UK in the barn for a few montobacco curing resear- ths. However. I)uncan
cher, aided by graduate sees no advantage to
student Mark Casada. leaving it hanging for the
studied the storage of entire --period before thetobacco in bales`and tied , next marketing season
bundles or hands in the this fall. He suggests
bulk. The eight-month ex- stripping the tobacco
periment, started in May before April when
and completed in warmer, more humid
December, indicated that weather is likely to put
dry bottom leaves did not the tobacco in too high
discolor from one season case.
If the tobacco is not
to the next, according to
stripped before the warm
Walton.
"This means that period of April-May farmers with an excess June, Duncan recomshould keep dry flyings, mends waiting until
or bottom leaves, for car- dryer July weather to
ryover when possible." strip the tobacco.
However, he said • it's
he said.
The storage experi- better to get last season's
ment also showed that for crop taken care of before
bales stored on their the busy spring planting
edget in a well-ventilated season begins.
Contact: Dr. (;eorgt
area and for tied bundles
thwart 606-257-5671, Dr
or handle in a bulk
eree was no dif- Lmus Walton 606-25;between bales 4702.
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SUNBIRD AIRLINES
ANNOUNCES JOINT'FARES

$1 BO If those grades are
placed in the excess
tobacco program. they
would receive the support
price in effect for 1983.
Barkley said.
H.crkle's said that 'any
profits from the- sale- of
tobacco placed under
loan Will he used tee offset
the' cost of operatuw, the
program This Is :1 result
of feeteral action making
o program onetheif no-net-cost
'Pus is different from
the past when
a, 4-unitilatee,1 returns ahoy'.
the. cost of the tobacco
it ill
under inventor
re-turned to the proliarklei said
Because of the no-nettest factor, producers
with adequate storage
and securits on their
farms may WA KINtl tee
participate in the storage'
program, tiorkle% said

damage from dete.riora•
tion For those farmers
who meet the- qualifications, the program in.o
well suit their needs,
liarklex said
Itarkle- said that the
most important fat tors
for farmer...1. considering
off:Jilt-farm storage is
that the- will tiortee
!,le• for profits re, en. est 011
the
leaf pl.e e.,1 in the
Cooperati%e
'•11( 1.1
tiOn'
s

That

in% entUrieS

iliCdiIS that farmers
would res.-el% e• only 198.i
crop ear support prices
for the stored tobaec 0
not the prie es w hi, h
crs it ill p.ie when
next
ear's markets
open
Rarkle'imanted out for
exaii iple. that iii se2ine in stole es this car. tobat o
artItt-ti had been supported at El 541 to St 3-5
wits our, hased at SI 75 to

ESSAY WINNER - Calloway County High student Janet Coleman holds her winning essay for
Calloway County in the conservation essay contest
With the student are Larry Gilbert, teacher, and
Jerry Ainley, principal

PIK program late
but should aid fasmers
•Th.
S.line

pro. rani is late, mai, be
too late to help grain
farmers, hut we still r'e'el
it,- state AgrirultureCommissioner Alben W
liarklev. II said
Barkley said that if the
program it
as
presented.by the USDA it
would receive- tirs-strotig
endorsement
'So far as we can tell
from the federal information sheets, the preigroin
should reduce production. reduce surplus st,,..k
holdings. and avoid in
creased outlas IA 111411
would 1/4` Ilece....S.10 Under
pric e. - s u p I) oft pr
grains.- flarklo said
Barkley said that
USDA did not expect
substantial incieases' in
prices until !much later,
but that farmers Could
save. now b!, avoiding

•

Variable 1.(1,AN and

reducing production
cost., Also, farmers will
receive- as iiiernent a I cr
tam percentage uf . the
c,;iiimodity which thee
would have grow ii crc
those acres. he added
se'e' twee fleapit oil
vantages to the program.,
if it works as promised.Ito rk
said
The
farmer will 16e able to get
a- return on his invest
merit without creatinK
shortages which would
harm farmers it ho rely
on that grain- Atso, this
program it ill eticutlrago•
practices
tillset- V.It loll
Both of these. are essen
hal tee the grain farmer
an Au. encourage.
K ent ucky farmers to take
a close look at the.
pmstbilities under l'IK
and
seriemsl - ,•orisider
participation

PURINA
CHOWS

1:11C

Buchanan
Feed And Seed

POSTER WINNER -- Jason Adams, a student of
North Calloway Elementary, holds his winning
poster for Calloway County in the conservation
poster contest. He is with Toni Bohannon,teacher.

A.1. Training
School.
February 15, 16 and 17

MURRAY STOCKYARDS
MURRAY, KY.
r'S i'r
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KENTUCKY ARTIFICIAL
BREEDING ASSOCIATION

PO •

PO Son 13141
1.410•40•111,0 II V 402J3

II 30 Hoe
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Bag &
Bulk Feeds
753-5378
Industrial Rd.

Murray, Ky.
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g Southern States
DON'T GET OFF TO
A SLOW START
THIS SPRING

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

Sunbird Airlines has negotuited joint fares with the major airlines serving
Nashville for flights between Murray and'44 US cities. These fares allow you to
buy an airline ticket from Murray for about the same fare as you would pay from
Nashville! Some example!:
Destination
Atlanta
Chicago
Dallas
Detroit
Los Angeles
Miami
New York
Washington,DC

Fare from
Nashville
1101
156
116
174
341

221
165

rare from
Murray
$110
181
172
110
345
233
216
169

Major
Airline
Eastern Airlines
Republic Airlines
American Airlines
Republic Airlines
American Airlines
Eastern Airlines
American Airlines
Delta Air Lines

There are no restrictions on thee% fares - all that is necessary is that your
ticket include both our flight and thi connecting airline flight Our three daily
flights each way between Murray and Nashville provide good connections with
most Ilfashville flights.
Call us at 489-2199 for reservations or more information Or call Far (Ands
Travel Agency at 753-4644 for your airline tickets and all your travel arrangements. Remember. there is no charge to you for your professional travel
agent's services.
We want to thank our passengers who have made our first two years of airline
service a success. If you haven't flown with us yet, we hope that you will consider
next trip.
ors for your.

BUYERS OF
CORN WHEAT
SOYBEANS
-/, 753-3404

•TAKE YOUR FERTII IZER NOVs and bw
out in front You'll be in a position to gain .1
valuable headstan in fertilizing your fields
and getting on with spring planting You'll
keep ahead of such problems as Nie't soils
and delivery delays. We can help you •s in
the race for bigger, better crop yields Our
inventories are complete and our equipment is ready to •roll—now Give cis a call
today.
•

Grain
Merchandising

GROW MASTER

753-1423 Murray

RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY. KY.

INDUSTRIAL ROAD

I' 4i.t $ I III NI RR 41 .A. ,I.F.D4,1.14 4 11911.•. 910aila..J

24.1963

Physical fitness,

2O%25

Sale 2.63 to 19.20 Peg. 3.50 to $24 Jog Skip Or
bicycle to your nearest JCPenney store Where you'll
find savings on selected activewear Exercise your
fashion sense in a hooded fleece sweat set Or. find
coordinating jackets. pants, shorts and pullovers Each
*OM details that go the extra distance to keep you
took in.g good .Like pouch pock.ets drawstring waists
knit cuffs and piping trjm Bright or basic colors In
acrylic acrylic "Cotton fleece acrylic /cotton/rayon
Workout in style with Leotards and tights in a soft
blend ol nylon with L cra Spandex
In lovely colors too
For junior and-misses sizes ,

Sale prices effective through Sunday.

Citizens look for use
for old trainallvot

wno could gets
LEXINGTO(. Ky.
(.AP) — Southern 25 percent las deduction
Railway has agreed not for renovating the
historic building
to demolish a historic
train- depot here if a
group of concerned
citizens can find a practkal use for the building
BOBBY WOLFF
by March 1, officials said.
The group, the Depot
Loneliness LS sornetlung
Association Inc., planned you cant walk away from"
Henry Hoffman
to vote Sunday oil recommendations for the future
of the 75-year-old building
West got that lonely feelit South Broadway and
ing when he failed to get out
icott.
of his partner's way A timeOne possible use would ly unblock would have
De to partition -off the established East's suit and
depot into several areas declarers game would have
that would include a failed by one
restaural, art gallery
West led
low spade "
and meeting rooms for from three to an honor
local community groups; worre(-t) and -dummy's IO
said Jeff Dunkin, associa- brought East's king and
tion president.
declarers ace A low diaMembers of the mond went to East's king
Kiwanis and Bluegrass and East returned the spade
Railroad clubs are in- four to dummy's queen
terested in holding their Another diamond was led to
monthly meetings at the East s ace and a third round
depot. Dunkin said. The of spades went to West's
gallery Could be reserved jack Unfortunately for the
for exhibitions by local defense, East had no more
entries and declarer scampartists.
ered
off with an undeserved
The association is also
considering leasing part overtrick
West beats the game easiof the building as profesly if he jettisons his blocking
sional office space, he spade
jack under dummy's
said.
queen of spades True, its
"There are two things not every day that one
Southern wants to see," should throw away a sure
said Dunkin., "The use trick, but sometimes it's the
can't be detrimental to only chance With West's
the operation of the spade jack out of the way,
railroad, and it has to be East s nine picks up the sint
economically feasible." andatthe defenders pick up
The railway company five defensive tricks
now uses the main floor of Would it have been easier
the depot as a warehouse on West if East had ducked
and office, but plans to the first spade' Dummy's 10
move these into a would win and a diamond
building next door by the would go to East's king
Now the king of spades
end of January.
The second floor of the would blot dummy's queen
depot and much of the but West would still have to
Wooden exterior of the unblock his jack under "
builcUing have declarers ace The unblock
in either case
deteriorated beyond was correct
'0•4/11TN
I-244
repair,'say architecd
•Q 10
who have volunteered to
•K 8 2
•J 9 8 3
work on the restoration.
•K J 4 3
However, planners aay
EAST
renovation could- cost as %EST
•K 9 7 4 3
little as $500,000, an•J 8 2
•Q S 4
V 10 9 7 6
amount they say would be •4 2
•A K
significantly cheaper•10 9 2
•6 S
than building a comSIN TN
parable structure.
•A 6 •A 9
Negotiations with the
•t.1 10 7 6 5
railway company have
de A Q 7
not involved purchase or
lease of the site, but Vulnerable Both Dealer
Southern has granted 99- East The bidding
year leases of its depots
orti
Sooth Vert
to community groups in East
l•
1 NT Pas, 3 NT
Dunkin
other cities for $1,
Pes,
said.
The Lexington-Fayette Opening lead Spade deuce
County Urban County
Council recently adopted
8 resolution in support of and there's no reason fro
preserving the depot.
East to share the blame
J.R. Wilhite. project
-Lead wish The Aces
manager with the agenholdi
cy's Office---of.--Economic
I-24-B
south
Developfnent, said=
several kinds of funds
might be available for the
restoration.
Wilhite named industrial revenue bonds,
small business loans, Ea., South %est \alb
block grants and Urban 4.
Pass Pass Pass
Development loans, but
said none of these would
cover the entire cost of ANSWER:Diamond deuce
Important to lead from
the project.
Dunkin swid--his—grotip-samethulf.--Awout— patsive
is trying to attract a leads when dummy's
strength is unknown Heart
ace is also acceptable
LONDON PAPER
•
The Daily Courant,
bruise quosuoms to The Aces
London's first Send
PU Nos 1:343 Dallas. Tern 71225
newspaper, was publish- with aril-addressed. stamped tomboys
tor reply
ed in 1702.

ACES!

Save on Nike athletic footwear.

sale17.99
Reg. 21.99. Lady Monterey 1110-cut nylon
training shoe. In powder/white, white/burgundy.

saie17.99

Reg. 21.99. Men's Monterey II lo-cut nylon

training shoe. Royal/white, navy/silver.

saie13.99

Reg. 18.99. Men's Court Master lo-cut canvas
basketball shoe.
Men's Court Press lo-cut shoe,
Reg. 19.99 Sale 14.99
•

•

-

•-•771.4

JCPenn

Offer Sleets Thursday •
Unshed Time Only

Chestnut,Hills Shopping Cenier
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone(502)7594080

TACO JOHNS.
Cemoel Sheephie Goer
Hwy.641 N.. Money
P1..The Stadion
-7534
.
697

•

•
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Ambush of child's christening leaves one dead, nine;mu
•

Kallestad said of SunLOS ANGELES AP
— Guests leaving a day's violence.
Between 75 and 100 parchristening party said
they had no warning tygoers who left a
before their "good time" ...veterans' hall in pouring
was turned into a rain- rain near midnight were
soaked bloodbath in a met with gunfire and
brutal ambush that left knife attacks by gang
bers who had been
one person dead and nine
thro
m lw n out earlier,
ilijured, authorities said.
"Here they were Kallestad said.
Then members of the
celebrating the birth of a
child, and it ends up in the South Los Angeles gang
death of someone else's climbed into a 1962
child," Detective Larry Chevrolet and tned to
mow down the guests
down in repeated attacks,
he said.
The detective described the attack in Wilmington, near Los Angeles'
harbor some 20 miles
BOWLING GREEN. south of downtown,as one
Ky. AP) - The Western of the worst in city
Kentucky University history.
Board of Regents has
"Basically the people
given President Dr at the party were not
Donald Zacharias a job gang members. They
rating of "outstanding "
were just your middle
Zacharias had re- class people attending a
quested the evaluation, thing. They were not
saying he thought it was ready to be attacked.
important for the univer- They're just your lawsity and for himself to be abiding citizens,"
rated for his 3'1 years in Kallestad said. '. •
office.
"It all happened so
The regents met for fast," said a distraught
three hours in chased ses- woman who identified
sion Saturday and heard herself as godmother of
comments from ad- the newborn child.
ministration, faculty and
The woman, who refusstudent groups.
ed to give her name, was
Regents Chairman Joe waiting at the police staBill Campbell of Bowling tion._ to be interviewed
Green said that there had .,along with 35 or 40 other
been a few complaints, guests still in party atbut only of a minor tire.
nature,
"I just started hearing

the gunshots," the
woman said. •'Everyone
was having a good time "
Ronald Gallegos, 20.
was struck and dragged
under the car for eight
blocks before his mangled body came to rest He
died on the street.
Kallestad said.

•

Ills body la) on the
street near his home, and
relatives roused by the
commotion stood by in
shock_
Six young - men were'
booked Sunday for investigation of Gallegos'
is
murder, including Luis
one of the

nine people admitted to
hospitals
Vidaurra‘iii4.1
believed to be one of the
gang ilit'illbers, Sgt
R•Iland Drown said lie
was M
at itiiV itrithowl Hospital
with multiple knife
wounds belie% ed suffered

in a retaliator atck
ta
police said. Ile was booked in absentia for investigation in Gallegos'
death, Droum said
Five of the injured
were hit by bullets. me u d ing A t ft
C,asteneda. 21, who was
struck in the he-ad lie

et .e' tO t
t tnnfitittn
Oil life support s steins at
San Pedro Peninsula
Hospital late Sunda
hospital spokeswoman
Patm
lifford said
Another 10 1,.jwople
were treated at various
dl hospital. for inuric, and released,

irouin said
The gang members
were not invited to the
party but were brought
by a woman guest.
Kallestad said Tempers
flared, he said. -after one
of them got into an argument with a guest about
dancing with a woman

WKU regents
rate president
'outstanding'

HEALTH
Risks of vitamin E
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.Cr.

•

want a reference, the most
detailed report with references was published in the
Journal of the American
Medical Association. 'July
10, 1981, and reported by Dr
Hyman Roberts of the Mannow Research Laboratory.
Palm Beach Institute for
Medical Research, Palm
Beach. Fla.
I have reviewed the benefits and problems of vitamin
E in a special report of The
Health Letter SR-11. 'Current Status of Vitamin E,
which I'm sending you Others can send 75 cents with a
DEAR READER
I am long, stamped, selfglad you have been able to addressed envelope for it to
get some relief from your me, in care of this newspaleg cramps The relief of leg per. P0 Box 1551. Radio
cramps in some individuals City Station. New York. NY
happens to be one of the ben- 10019
efits that can be obtained
My
DEAR DR LAMB
from taking vitamin E Its 81-year-old mother threw
use for this purpose has been away her lower plate and
debated but the weight of can no longer chew her food
evidence is that it does help properly I've been putting
Since your leg-cramps- are fresh fruit, fresh vegetables
probably related to your and sometimes meat
inactivity, which is imposed through the blender, to liquiby your arthritis, you may fy it It seems to me she is
not get complete relief But .
getting proper nourishment
you might add a stretching %be also drinks two cans of
program to your routine for food supplement a day
additional help You should
However, two of the ladies
stretch your leg muscles at my office insist that food
well several times a day and put through the blender loses
before going to bed Also its food value Is that true'
sleep with a foot board to
DEAR READER - Just
hold your toes up When your remember that the process
foot drops down it favors of chewing followed by the
cramping. _ .
churning in the stomach it
Now you didn't say how very similar to what a
much vitamin E you take blender does It ends up
While it has some benefits liquifying the food before it
there is some rather good can be emptied out of the
evidence that it can also stomach into the small intescause harm That if why tine for digestion.
people should not take large
Food processing can
doses of vitamin E on their decrease some vitamins.
own - One article cites it . particularly vitamins C and
causing thrombophlebitis. B-12, but that can occur with
pulmonary embolism, high simply -rutting up the fruit
blood pressure and many and the loss is small enough
other serious problems. ' that a good diet will comSince the use of vitamin E pensate for It. To get the
by the public is widespread most vitamin C it is
and even many doctors use tent to use the freelmrord
It for medical conditions, it and eat it immediately after
is important that all become preparing it. Bet why not get
.111Wfire Of these potential your mother a new set of
hazards. For doctors who dentiwes!

DEAR.DR LAMB --- Can
you send me some information on vitamin E' I am
using it to control leg
cramps I have used it for 30
days now I find it controls
the cramps somewhat but
not entirely I am wondering
iI I, can expect entire relief
with its continued use
I am quite crippled with
arthritis Before starting
vitamin E, the only relief I
could get from leg cramps
was getting on to my feet
quichly, which was difficult
because of my arthritis.
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Calloway Co.60, Murray.High 59
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
You can knock these
kids down, you can step
on 'em, but they'll get
right back tip. They
could've rolled over when
we got behind, but there's
no quit in them."
The previous description was Jack Pack's
evaluation of his
Calloway County Lakers
after they edged Murray
High, 60-59, before approximately 2.300 in
Racer Arena Saturday •
"I was worried the
whole game." Pack admitted, "but these kids
are super. They did what
they had to do and never
gave up That's what
makes champions"
Callowa) trailed, 59-57,
with 56 seconds remaining when Jeff Butterworth fouled Murray
reserve Jay Wells Wells
shot the first of his 1-plus1, but a lane violation
nulified the shot and turned the hall over to
Ca!Iowa y setting the

stage for a dramatic
!Aker comeback.
Sophomore Brad Skinner lofted a 10-foot
jumper with :32 left and
was subsequently fouled
as the shot rattled around
and dropped home. Skinner only had three 'points
for the night, but his third
one came at the line and
put CMS ahead when it
counted,60-59.
Murray had 20 seconds
and the last shot, but
reserve guard Tommy
Wagner's 20-footer banged off the front iron and
Mark Duncan smothered
the rebound to preserve
the victory with :Ct3 remaining
Skinner ts a
sophomore who grew into
a senior tonight." Pack
said, then added, "But
this was a total team victory for us. Everybody
came through when they.
had to."
The Lakers were
hampered much of the
night with foul trouble on
senior (-enter Keith

Lovett who picked up his
fourth with 3:34 left in the
first half. From then he
played on eggshells
although he finished the
night with a team-high 19
points and didn't foul out
until 1 20 when he saved a
sure layup by grabbing
Jay Wells.
Teammate Craig
Darnell picked up the
Calloway slack with 16
points and Butterworth
contributed 12 before
fouling out.
The Tigers rode David
McCuiston'5 game-high
X points and 18 from Jim
West. The Tigers led the
game in the second half
from the 2.23 mark in the
third period until Butterworth hit two foul shots
with 1 49 left to give
Calloway the lead. 57-56.
Seconds later McCuiston responded with
two free throws to regain
the lead for Murray and
set up the final heroics of
Skinner.
"We had them on the
ropes," MHS coach Cary

Miller moaned,
lion under control, but we district leader Marshall
County while Calloway
careless mistakes on our let it get out of hand."
Calloway's win was the hosts the other district
part let them get away.
We're disappointed with second over Murray High member. Mayfield. Both
the loss. We had the situa- this season. The Lakers games begin at p.m.
Improved to 9-6 overall
Gam MEN
and 2-3 in the district,
1191L1 Ram AMY
CALLOWAY ill}
Murray fell to 8-5. 1-3, and
Daiwa 4 44 14 Batisnwro s 2,4 12
ended a three-game winn- 510swer
1 iii.(amow iii,.Lame 4
7414
1usea•112 I Twin Wale
II
streak
ing
1114444
Tuesday Murray
WW1' 19
111rCuistait 11 •-• II A Wens 4.644
resumes Its district
'roil 144 II Rutledg• 21414 Dom 1441
schedule by visiting 2 .1 1444641 / Tibias totals 44 11 11
Halttiaw
Ploraris

Ty, r
KNISH a 44

Lady Tigers 47, Lady Lakers 42

TWO-PIA-NT INTENTIONS -- ( Above) Calloway
County sophomore Brad Skinner (43) watches in
open-mouthed anticipation of Ns field goal which '
By CHRIS EVANS
tied the game. 5949, with Murray High. His free
Sports Writer
throw, for being fouled by Jim West (41) resulted in
Do unto others, played
CCHS' one-point victory. (Below) Murray High's
the the -Murray High
Monica Greene makes an imposing obstacle for a
I Ad). Tigers, as they have
driving Sherri Gallirnore (12) of Calloway. Greene
done unto us
got into foul trouble, but her teammates covered for
The Murray cagers
her and beat CCHS,47-42.
evened the score against
Staff photos by Jim Rector
cross -county rival
Cattow:ay County Saturday night on neutral
.ground. •downing the
Lady !Akers 4i--42 A
large crowd visited Murray State's Racer Arena
to witness the second
meeting of the pair, five
weeks after the Laker
women upset Murray 4Snit Calloway
-I think it was almost a
complete turnaroundi"
said lady • Tiger roach
Jim Harrell explaining
the differenee in Saturday's conflict anti the two
teams' first showdown,
Dec 17
The
were
ready to play and we
were ready to play
Calloway skipper John
Orr also felt the game
was dissimilar ..I think
their kids .were a little
more emotionally ens•tilved I know we didn't get to
sneak up on. them, as
their coach Said he wasn't
going to let us sneak up on
then' this tinie
Different from Game
Om. was the fact that
Monica Greene, the
Tigers top and regionally
ranked scorer, Was stifled with only five points
a 13-point decline from
her total during the
December match-up.
Orr said normally if his
top two girls t Beth Books
and Tammy 'cream'

would balance out V. itt orout-seore Murray's top
two Greene and Donna
Roussel, he'felt his team
could win
Ironically
how ey,•er,
Books likith 17 and Treas
with 14 combined for 31
points while Rousse., with
the game:high. 19 points,
and f;reene talliel only 24
points
'•Doona Rousse was
just tough as nails." said
Orr
-They had one chasing
Inc and they stacked in on
Monica So it was hard to
get the ball to her, I didn't
have anything else to do
Just shoot." said
lious.se ••I was in a five
game slump but now I
think I'm getting out of
it
Harrell said he felt the
momentum slip away
from his team in the second period when Greene
came out with three fouls
and again in the- third as
the Tiger center picked
up her fourth personal.
"I think the girls
played well without
Monica in there They
look to her inside a lot,"
provided the Tiger mentor "Our 'other girls„
came through and shot
the ball well for us "
Harrell and Orr both
said the big difference in
the outcome was Murray's balanced scoring
.and the performance of
utility players such as
Leslie Thompson, who
substituted for the foul
plagued Greene and produced six- points
"It feels great," said

Harrell about the win
"You lose the first one
when everybody's expecting you to go over there
and win with no problem
But they're a good
basketball team They're
tough They're crosstown rivals Anytime you
beat them at anything
you Just love the win "
The Lady Tigers will
host C'arlisle County
Thursday, while the
'Aker women will take
the floor tonight at home
against Wing°
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Nation's second-longest win streak
belongs to 141 Murray State Racers
place its record on the
By JIM RECTOR
line when they travel to
Sports Editor
Murray State's 6144 Southeast Louisiana, who
victory over Middle Ten- recorded a 66-57 win over
nessee Friday and Arkan- Tennessee State Satursas' 75-60 loss to Houston day, Southeast Louisiana
gave MSU the nation's se- sporn 11-4 mark as a
cond longest winning majdependent.
Tipoff in Hammond,
streak
La., will be 7:30 p.m. for
The Racers, now 14-1, the non-conference entrail only No.5 ranked counter MSU resumes
Nevada-Las Vegas, the league play Saturday
only undefeated major when the Racers host
college team)16-0), in the Austin Peay, also at 7:30
win-streak department.
p.m.,in Racer Arena.
• • •
Tonight Murray will
00
OM
INN
all
IMO
IMO
OM
Mb
LIM

Murray State's Lady ing by as much as 27
Racers will be trying to before trimming the
overcome Friday's 75-62 margin to the game's
loss to visiting Middle final 13.
Diane Oakley, a top-30
Tennessee when they
travel to Mississippi ranked scorer in the no-,
University for Women lion, pumped in 20 for the
losers while her teamThursday.
mate Jennie Redwine adThe Lady Racers drop- ded 12.
ped to 2-9 overall and 0-4
In the Ohio Valley ConThe Lady Raiders were
ference after losing to led by Holly Hoover's 24,
MTSU, the league-leader
After Thursday's game
with 10-3, 4-0 record.
the Lady Racers will host
MSU never threatened Austin Peay Saturday at
the lady Raiders, trail- 5 p.m.
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Como Se. Us...

Hello,
Have you been by Carrico Texaco at 9th and
Sycamore since we have had our new face lift?"

We'll fix you up
504 Maple St. *privy
AtrOSS frees Sas first

Wukdsysl-$
=I

We ore Murray's only completely full service Texoco
dealer.
We offer a wide variety of services, such as complete
car servicing, tires, batteries, belts, hoses, some air conditioning work, and anti-freeze.
Our special feature is our wash and wax.(By hand only).

753-1331
Msibsilist Chub/

Sew*8-3

so

6.1 w
elp
so

so

BOYCE G.
CLAYTON
(fame. ledge, 111.*rag41,0

ree Pickup and Deliver
Call 753-2405
Bring this ad by and get
air in the tires, .
anti-freeze, battery,
and wiper blades checked.
FREE—FREE—FREE
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The opening of his
office for the general
practice of law
1111 POPLAR STREET
Olsten, Ky. 42025 (lest Side Of Court Square)
Phase(502)527-8170
7

Closed
See*

Open Mon. thrie Thurs. Open Friday & Set.
7 e.m. to 8 p.m.
7 a.m. to 7 p.m.

753-4461
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Pro Tennis

NEW YORK 1AP) —
Ivan Lendl defeated John
McEnroe 6-4, 6-4, 0-2 to
capture the $400,000
MINNIN.N raven a 32
Alm. Volvo
Masters tennis
Va
LOT
.- geo _a.
tournament for the second straight year.
limplee11111100.11111.0t
V.
IkvelligOenIL Mimi
110041”111.Tdoll
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We Also bat Ryder Tricks

753-7362
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Redskins count
on Rigqins, beat
Cowboys,31-17

S

Duhe, Dolphins
drub Jets' hopes
with 14-0 victory

WASHINGTON 14fiP - John Higgins to carry the
a 14-7 dectsioPsto the
It's
MIAMI Al':.
Bobby Beathard, general load in the Super Bowl.
Silphins
months
stops
six
been
nearly
somebody
"Until
manager of the National
If the Dolphins haven't
since Miami whipped the
Football Conference John we will let him
gained
respect
Washington
Redskins
in
a
Gibbs
ball."
the
carry
champion Washington
"meaningless" National throughout the league
Redskins, was up before said
Football League during a 10-2 campaign,
The 33-year-old Higdawn to call an old friend
preseason game, and then at least they have
to say he hoped they gins, getting his first shot
none of the Dolphins are that of the Jets Sunday 's
could get together in at a Super Bowl ring after
victory was Mianer'S'
looking back
Pasadena next week for II years in the NFL has
The two teams will -third over'New York this
mowed down the opposithe Super Bowl.
meet in Super Bowl XVII season
And later Sunday. ,tion in the playoffs. He
Miami became the firsi
next Sunday. and that's
Miami Dolphins Coach gained 140 yards against
Leant to beat another
all that matters nowt
Don Shula gave Beathard Dallas on Saturday to
'What happened back three times in one season
his answer as the become the first runner
does!' t mean since the I arren Bay
then
to
gain
history
in
NFL
Dolphins trampled the
It's mean- Packers did it against
anything
New York Jets 14-0 in the over 4100 yards in three
stage •• Sheila's Baltimore Colts
this
ingless
at
games
playoff
straight
mud-caked Orange Bowl.
linebacker A .1 Dube said III 1,465
Beathard was director In the playoffs, he has
The
Dolphins
Sunday :after the
of personnel and Shula touched the ball on half of
i.isniplistied the task with
1 iolphite: stepped the
the coach of the Dolphins the team's offensive
a swarming defensv
York Jets 14-0 to is en.
in 1972, the year Miami plays and accounted for
ranked No 1 in the NH
American Conferen,
capped a 17-0 season with 42 percent of the Redha metonship and a 'luring the strike
a 14-7 victory over the skins' offense, gaining 444
shortened season
that
Super Bowl berth
Redskins in Super Bowl yards on 98 carries.
shut down a high
This tune. every
A 19-yard touchdown
VII.
WHERE'S THE CAVALRY? - "You never know when you'll be surrounded by a bunch of hostile Red- w ill be on the line.- adde.1 powered offense for the
Redskin Coach Joe pass from Joe Theiimann
Gibbs said he was enjoy- to Charlie Brown and a 1- skins," is Dallas Cowboy coach Torn Landry's classic line in his American Express Card commercial. Satur- I Wilt'. 441R, intercepb..1 second straight i.e eck
ing 'Saturday's-31,-17. vie-- yard scoring plunge by day his team's lineal credit was halted when the Washington Redskins etArninated the Cowboys. 31-17, in the three Richard .1.„ i,1 /' he club's Ji% e Inter cep•ployoff
tory over the Cowboys un- Riggins gave Washington NFL playoffs. Washington now advances against the Miami Dolphins In the Super Bowl.
APlaserphoto passes and returned one- wei•Ins Orel
ot them :ta yards' fen a
til he sat back Sunday a 14-3 halftime lead over
NurIt
i:s ein's offense sti tig
te."ochilowei to kg''. the ii - recl
afternoon to watch the the Cowboys.
gird
vaily
but stil1
6114
'This
hint'.
IC'.
1.4
play
On
the
next-to-last
Dolphins-Jets ,Trne and
managed to hold the foot‘,411at we''.,' all ,Ire. 11111'41
get an idea what to look • of the half, defensive end
ball-for bettia- than half
Ad
•
Dexter Manley%,sacked
for next Sunday.
l'he Dolphins and Red, the game in a steady rain
-They t Miami) have a Cowboys quarterback
skins will tangle fin thee that left the Orange Bowl
well-balanced team," Danny White, and the
crow it in. i'asal Irma, turf a muddy mess
. By ED SHEARER
Auburn stayeetwithin a tonight .ind !Vane!) steps
Gibbs said. "It will take w.blow to the head -forced
Barkley who went lo of
.
Miami 'united the Jets
after
it
AP Sports Writer
half-glime of Kentucky on out of the:II conference to In rtleien the fluor got his
an excellent defense to White to sit on the
Auburn has a chance tu Saturday night by• trutun- visit South Carolina {4.1111.' winning basket Miami launched the ex- to 139 total yards
sidelines the rest of the
; lowest in an AFC title
jump into a share of the ing GtOrgla
In his brief two-year game.
the only Georgia and Florida will atter Georgia's Vern hibition, season 14 ith
\1'
suite' Pittsburgh
the
,f
Gary Hogeboorn Southeastern Conference other SEC team unbeaten battle at Gatneville on Fleming scored on a 41%tenure in Washington.
•
held I louston to 1-42 in 1978
56-64 on Tueliday night in a na- 111g layup with s-ix I hAirl 11)11 If
Gibbs has come up empty replaced White and basketball lead with No. at home
. and literally stopped'
'ii
WE
'
re
paikimic
in two meeting with the 'played brilliantly at 11 Kentucky tonight when Charles Barkley's slam t n
y televised se-emits left to knot. the
t
Freeman Me:Nell, the
gii I n
•
times, throwing two the 20th-ranked Tigers dunk 11% MI two secondsre7 I ESPN p game
SA ore
Dolphins.
at 64. Darr••11 b Ai
minima;
- While the-, Redskin touchdown passes to keep entertain Tennessee'
Smith said the victory [mt.-kb:art fired a loonlia 11.1`441t•11:1,- saD..! 1111114' NE-1.-s rushing . king: in.
his tracks
,
Itr4114111S,V4if.1
The Tigers, one o! only
, to Al% iii
defiiiie-has surrendered Dallas close, but a long
Kentueky knocked. over Georgia should help bounds pass
ien*ibe
„ni
M
,
there
clearly
Meet
V011
Mike
return
by
.
tivo
kickoff
SEC
teams
unbeaten
Vanderbilt from*,a firs his team -It gives Its a
just four touchdowns in
timphord near 41 id
Itlit• soggy
yard- hue and I hop' it's Isothereol
playoff victories over Nelms, another short TD at hiime, will be risking place tie into (turd place - little motnenturn going
.
A)urt,• andnhe
Auburn
turf.
gazed
we're'
just
4ei. yards
gaiety
and
a
helluva
and
a
10-yard
byjtiggins,
'their 1.0•_.hternorial.
.b..:heating the_ Com, itito' the. Tutirtessce _ 1J- d_._ then_ _svottril
Detroit, Minnesota_ and _
on 17 came-;after gain:
Dallas, the defense has interception return.for.a iseiun reenrda 'aim:Lone mudores 8' in over.,
Jiarkley alone _under the going to be -the w
nog 202 in ce- Tirst-rounif
touchdown by tackle Dar- of the league's. three. tune, and in other SEC
Earlier this season basket' for the winning eliiateipeosts- hope-fulls
given up 1,021 yards.
„Their trip to thr tint. playoff victory over Cinaction Saturda
Offensively, Gibbs said ryl-Grarit was enough for preseason favorites.
Florid Auburn scored its first goal
"Tennessee's overall downed Tennessee 78-74, victory ever at Kentucky
the Redskins would con-. the Redskins in the seBaskley hail 21 points garlic is the first foe cinnati and lot in the
team quickness has got to Mississippi beat and then lost to Vand% iii as the Tigers lifted their NIrami since Coiach Do° Jels• m.1101111.11 triumph
tinue to count on fullback cond half.
be the best in the-league." Mississippi -Mate
its neat outing "The-Ken. record to -11-4 and 4,2. Shula's team defeated over the 1 Aos Angeles
said Coach Sonny Smith and Alabama- trimmed Lucky game hurt us going James Banks. had lel for Minnesota 24-; in Super Raiders
Todd. meanwhile.
lioWl VIII irk'ashingtoei's
of Auburn. "They've got Louisiana State 7-71:1
into Vanderbilt because it Georgia. 12-3 and 3-3
1)1
1113_aris
i
.1;
1
-h
1:a!,
10111
l
% i1;s
,
r
was
in
appearance
last
the combination of a good
The Auburn-Tennessee was such an emotional
Kentucky took its halfinside same t Dale Ellis ('lash highlights a three, thing to win at Lex- game edge aS:lien Master Super Bowl VII, when the. fur 103
and Willi.- Iliuteni- and game Conference card'
Ington." Sintth
searts1 S points, hitt= _Redskins, then coached ..NaCkCAL four times for
by George Allen. dropped losses totaling 26 yards
-outside game • Michael tonight that alsoincluded day.
12 of 16 shots
Brooks 1, and when you Ole Miss at Alabama and
•
have them both and have ISQ at Mississippi State
them going, they are in a regionally televised
tough to beat" •
game. Kentucky is idle,

.•

SEC roundup

Auburn can claim lead in Knoxville
y

The new tax laws.
This year's No. 1
reason to go to
H&R Block.

BENSON & HEDGES
hek.t-e

This year you're faced *nth OVN 100 changes in the tea
laws and forms Did you know that working roamed
couples may deduct up to $1.500 for the first tirne7
There's even a new entry for charnable deductions on
the 1040A short form. And that's psi the beginning,
We know every change on every form

-lza4chli

H&R BLOCK

The new lox lows.
This year's number on* reason to go to NAN Nock

903 Arcadia Street
Pb... 531.9204
Opia 1AM •APM Weekdays, 9- S Sat
APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE

Bjorn Borg

BENSON 1, HEDGES
UM%

Borg announces
retirement at 26
nart Bergelin, who
discovered Borg at 14 in a
Junior tournament in
Sweden and coached him
to the heights, explained
meant that the Swedish
star would play some exhibition matches. tie is
scheduled to play in the
Suntory Tennis exhibition
April 9-10 in Tokyo.
Borg made it clear,
though, that he would not
be playing again at
Wimbledon or in the U S.
Open.
The reason was explained In a report in
Kvallsposten, a Malmo,
Sweden tabloid by Arne
Reimer, a Swedish
reporter close to Borg.
Reimer quoted Borg as
saying: "I haven't got the
nett motivation. I can't
give 100 percent and if I
can't do that, it wouldn't
be fair to myself to go on
Tennis has to be fun if you
He said he would con- want to get to the top and
tinue his involvement in 1.don't feel that way any
the gam& a remark Len- more."

BANGKOK, Thailand
(AP)- Bjorn Borg, who
rescind the top of the,tennis world at age 23 and
dominated Wimbledon as
nobody ever has,says the
game is too much work
and too little fun for him
to go on playing in worldclass competition.
So, Borg says, he's
retiring at age 28 after
ten years on the tour in
which he earned an
estimated in million in
prise money and endorsements.
Borg as he left his hotel
en route to the airport
Monday confirmed the
retirement reports that
bad been appearing in recast days, and added,
"My hist tournament will
be in Monte Carlo," at a
lournannwrt which begins
March 28 and runs
Ihregigh APrO 3.
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aware' Or should I let her eat what

she wants'
HOT AND BOTHERED

Probe into warehouse fire begins
CARROLLTON, Ky
building's brick walls,
APi
Arson in- Maiden said
vestigators were to begin
Firefighters from four
today sitting through the departments. carrollton.
ruins of a Wise that West Side, Ghent and
destioyed between $3 and Warsaw. fought the
$3S million worth of burley flames.
at the Marshall Hams
State police Trooper
Tobiuxo Warehouse on Jim Mudd at the -la
Saturday
Grange post said the
A spokesman at the warehouse contained an
Carrollton Fire Depart- estimated 500.000 pounds
ment said officers from of burley, and that losses
his department, the Ken- ranged between $3
tucky State Police and rrullion and $5
the state fire Marshal's
The state fire maroffice had been assigned shal's office and the Carto the probe
rollton Fire Department
Dispatcher Jess were waiting for tlw rubMaiden said the interior ble to cool before beginnof the facilltv was still ing their investigation.
burning Saturday afterA storage shack adjanoon The fire began cent to the warehouse
about 2 2Sa in
was also damaged It is
The investigation was owned by the Rich I.ad-

to begin after crews
knocked down the

on a city block, was the
third Kentucky tobacco
building destroyed by fire ..
this winter and the secadd last week.
A redrying building at
Springfield burned.
earlier last week, while a
warehouse at Owensboro
burned earlier this
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HEARTSICK MOM
DEAR MOM: You aren't crazy. Your daughter is.
("Love" is a mental condition that renders its victims temporarily blind to that which is clearly visible to everyone elue.1
You can talk from now until your voice gives out,
but the more you point out his faults. the more
ferociously she will defend him.
Sorry, Mom. Some people have to learn the hard
way. itust stick around to pick up the pieces.
DEAR AIWA MY mother in law i annot sit down o.
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moral
..111..41,4 rang es ery.thang lihe eats with hot
saute jniiapenar prpper Itetf hup
haat.. A I. you name
it — ii itYhi and pip!, y ahr loads it fin She even uses it
eggs.
pap offend% ma- he. ay. I a.ork hard_ to prepare tasty
meals whet* •he soots (If 'nurse, I -don't lay anything.
but ITV 13140.4.-f/1 is that my 11 year old daughter has picked
up this hroor and I am trying to break her of it My
mother in law
s -I .et her eat what she wants
want t- break my obrughter of this habit because I'd
like her to
apprertate the taste of food, and if she
onoaher• e-,ery thing with hot sriu. e it will all taste the
%tithe
Also I'm .1(//tui *41141 MUCh hot IllfUer van harm her
• health
Am I a rang t" try to get my daughter to lay off tWr hot
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Starry-Eyed Daughter
Can't See Fiance's Flaws

children.
'
How do I tell her she desierYes• inure' She says she
-loves- him I Pr am 1 the one who s crier$'
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By Abigail Van'Buren

DEAR ARM' I have read your column for years and
finally need some advor My 20-year old daughter is
planning to marry a man who dated her for several
months before telling her he had a pregnant wife and two
small children
How do I tell her that (Folio-sorry excuse for a man will
never be more than the liar he has shown himself to be"
How do I tell her she will neYrr be able to trust him, or
to look at herself in thr mirror after she sees his wife and

•
RICHMOND, Kt iAPi
Consultants from the
National Institute of Corrections' Jail Study
Center have been invited
to attend the next
meeting of the Madison
County Jail Task Force.
A spokesman said the
task force decided to take
advantage of the free
federal service. which is
der Co
The structure, situated baited in Colorado

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
A

4

officer Wendy at a dinner party the subject of the high
cost of medical care came up I mentioned that the Navy
had provided nie with the beet medical services free
A woman in the group (not Navyt said. "Yes, oar taX,
donirs go to pay 'liar doctor bills"' Not wishing to create
a scene. I said nothing at the time, hut how I wanted to
speak my piece May I get if off my cheat to you. Abby'
Many others need to hear it
My husband and 1 are grateful for the many privileges
we have had because of has career in the Navy Therefore.
you will never hear us complain about the long separa
tions, having to cope with alien customs and languages in
foreign lands in unsanitary conditions, often without hot
water, air conditioning or central heating, losing precious
heirloom” through theft and breakage due to constant

moving, leaving friends 'and family behind and often
nsking our lives - even in peacetime.
It is regrettable that some begrudge us free media-al
care

Please be rerainded that my husband -.a kind. intel
ligent. patnotic officer - spent AO of the best years of his
life earning a comparatively small income. working for
the American people to make their country a safer place to
live'
Pilot'!) NAVY WIFE SAN !AEG()

DEAR AHRY Even once in :a while I %eV letters in your
olumn concerning the pros and a unft ot remaining a sir
gin until marriage
..17 y.-mirk old attractive .r
people say I and I'm
.saving myself for the man I mau', Outside of the fact
.thist premarital sett Ia. morally a rong hi re art. a few other
reasons
I I do not have to worry about getting a disease
2 I do mkt have to worry ahout getong pregnant
I I do not has-a- tai sr/under if a guy reallv cares fair me or
if he's just using me for sex
I have been out with many4s who have tried to get
ME into bed, and after I tell them t an saving myself for
the man I marry I never hear from them again This is
fine with me Why waste time on a go% who looks at me
only as something to be wire
When I get married. I want to give my husband a very
special gift. something Eve given -tri no one Aar, I've ever
known What inn be more special than myself*
III )1.1i1Ni; 01'T AND l'itot'D id: IT

DEAR HOLDINC: Your reasons for "holding out"
are valid, sensible and marvelously refreshing!

Ygpr IRdividual
Horoscope

Ky
A 17-Diontb--old
would have soon

'F
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and Mrs James Ilensen
of New Albilny.. Ind had
child
been undergoing treatdied • even if she had not ment for a heart
ailment.
Fraaces Drake
been given a large overdose of morphine at a
FOR
TUFSDAY,
NEWPORT. K. (API
Louisville hoirutal. acJANUARY
23:19113
Fraternal
The
Order of
cording* to Kentucky's
What kind of day,will[morPolice Ridge is attempstate medical exaMmer.
ting to again represent n», be? To find out what the
Dr
Geocge Nichols the Newport Police stars say, read the forecast
said that Jessiva Henson Department
in salary given for your birth sign.
was suffering from heart negotiations with
the city
disease, which he believSgt Hobert Micray„ ARIFIS
ed was primarily respon- FOP
- -Mar 21 -KY-Apr 19y president. said '
sible for her death Dec 6 Thursday night
It's best to keep new ideas to
that
at Kosair-Children's, FOP has regained the yourself, as you'll get little
its feedback from others
Hospital
in
numerical majority
-'The death is com- among department business In love, you'll speak
from the heart.
plir'ated by arid con- members.
TAURUS
tributed to by an accidenIn January, 1982. police
tal
morphine over- voted 23-6 La replace the (Apr. 20 to May 20) biati?
There may be some haggldose.- Nichols said in an FOP with the
Newport ing about money,though evenautopsy report
Police Officers Associa- ing brings favorable career
11ie daughter of Mr tion
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Kentucky news in brief
4-1.0111SVILLE,
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A LITTLE EARLs

LOOKS
OKAY
TOME:

DEAR ROTH ERED: Your reasons for trying to
get your daughter to lay off the hot sauce are valid.
And yes, an excess of spicy stuff could be hazardous
to use's health.
DEAR ARMY My husband is a :10-year career naval

LET

BEETLE, 15
TI-416 ANOTWER
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1. Legal Notice
N 0 T,1C E 0 F
AVAIL7061LITy OF
CHARITY CARE
SEfit.VICES. The
Murray Calloway
County Hospital of
MUrray, 'Ey • wttt- make
avaiiabie from April' 1.
1913 unfit March 31.
1914, $102.00$ of Hill

persons needing core
who are unable to pay
for hospital services
until the facility's an
nuai compliance level Is
Eligibility for
meet
charity care will be
limited to persons
whose family income is
no more than the
current poverty income
guidelines established
by the community ser
vices administration
This notice is published
in accordance with 42
C F it 174 505 Notice of
Availability of Un
compresate Services.

Arra,

ci;

(Nov.22to Dec. n el&
You rosy care more for a
romantic interest thin you
realise. Wm*of affection are
easily spokes now.abort visits
are fun.

I SAIO •M4Y11187 OUT I 14110
P#0 It#711o4nevit
oo mastannoldi
Twe ClUPAIAY

D.astktudmissr
arfas of life WSW** 11201
Wire.
MIKIS
I Feb.19 to Mar 30)
Despite tome interruptions
in your domestic 'routine,
tind the evening hours
conducive tq tie pursuit of pet
usterests.
YOU BORN TODAY hey,a
natural interest in arts and letters and can be a Waft in
soniitive flea

)(a

Credit Bureau
304 Maple
753-5572

on a first
request baSic to eligible

41244t,

AQUAS=
(Jaa.211to reb..12) Oak
Yalany bays pimaform
monk Wiredora add.
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available

and financial developments.
Recognition comes.
-04"
GEMINI
May 21 to June 201
Though you may feel unappreciated at work, you will be
pleased with developments
afar. Evening hours accent
romance and sociability
CANCER
eJune21 toJuly 220 00
You're inclined to magnify
hurts Don't feel sorry for
yourself A private getNotice
together-with a loved one unproves your spirits.
LEO
Neve 5 sieetest Cul
;July 23to Aug. 221
Both domestic and work 7$1.4444 for an lacomplications preoccupy you spiretieasi message te
early m the day, but romance hdektee year dm.
and social life look quite pro- CbIldrea's tape 751nustng later
4445.
VIRGO
Aug.23 to Sept 22i
There may be some loose
ends to tie up on the job, but
101 Self
mixing business and pleasure
privacy ia this
of
Lets
can lead to favorable
depot 3 bedrooms, 3
developments 18I4i teestry haw, 2
LIBRA
fireplaces, I sae,
ISept.MtuOct. 221 —
Revise travel plans to your ashy let, carpeted, 3
satisfaction. Double check
wiles hes lAserey et
costs regardinglegal fees-. Adthe censer of 121 awl
miration and popularity
Rah Mesas bed. Call
highlight the evening.
753-2/61 sifter S
SCORPIO
p.ai.
Oct.ZS to Nov.211
•
A loved one may receive a
raise or promotion. With are.
avoid mistakes in booklieng
. Home life and astertabling ar
antecially favored.

(Dec.2210.1ae.
Xf
If you my saythlog isoffend
•moodier, be an to make
amends. A pisassnt nunner is
snare,in Wier&Wags.

Simples office fir
niture (desks,
chairs, duplicator,
etc.).

Burton Charity Care
Charity Care. wall be
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1. Notice

FOR SALE
Tao 12 Geese
Lamm 26•198$8
Meal 27211186.88

$24104 •
Meda 1120
WIN
$295.00
Venses's
Western Stem
illympk Mei; 'Steers 1-1 1ger,,,14
luelisy.

"Netieeel tifs end Attidest's IRA can
geweittee yes sad
year spies. s retirenest incase yes coal
weaver:

s• '
,I

•

••

Ed Jennings
Box 61
Murray, Ky
42071
Did you see 60 minutes?
Get the real story ! An
emerald has joined a
more profitable and
realistic business and is
earning $20,000 per
month
Call tor am
appointment 502 821
1675

FOR SALE
Brownlee

Belgium
90810

S

mai*

Shot
12

$450.00
Themes*. Caster SO
C. with Tens !SOO
r•Vice Keys. Medi
peeler)

$225.00
Vernos's
Weston,Store
Olympic Plots
Nears 0-1 Icily, l-6
Seeday.
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Two large desks. REPOSSESSED SIGN'
Nothing 'down,- Take
OIL COMPANY tYPewritter table
Off shore secretary's chair. over payments $511 00
OPE NIKO
monthly a'xI1 flashing
rigs, no experience Kenmore compact re
start im
frigtfatOr 2 Samsonite arrow sign New ISulbS.
necessary
mediately. 35.000 fous folding chairs small letters Hale Signs Call
502 817 3337
per year For informs booficaSt 753 5067
_
?Ion call I 31/ OM rya& Van furniture
a tab SEASONED
Fit 171415
tans chairs with FIREWOOD Call John
Pedestals swivel and Boyer. 753 0338
rec liner and sofa bed
Brown
753 1310
1950
with tan insert
14110, 3 bedroom. 2
Experienced b•bysit
Dark built env* nome
Mother
respontible
ter.
Take Over
must sell
Will care fbir yOUr Child Antiques New oriental
payments 437 4171
anytime day- or night, rugs all size 6. extra
fun time, part time or nice antiques
Chip
drop in '5 minutes Est Perdale chairs Walnut
759 1692
• rope bad. Many other A two bedroom newly
Call Shady
Medical secretary with nice antiques Call after furnished
Oaks 753 5209
6494.
en
rn
51)
Ci
bookli'eePing•
full time Three pc
Nice 2 bedroom trailer
perienced
Maple bed
Send re
room suite with mat near Murray No pets
employment
some and expected tress and box springs. 489 7611
salary to Box 1040C, $/5 Call 7530513
TwO bedroom. couples
Ledger 4. Times
White Provincial double $90 per month plus
Party starching real dresser. matching deposit, water fur
121 S
Hwy
estate loan at a lock in Langeria chest of fished
753 5405 or 436 2176
rate Person will give drawers, matching '
sound financial 'state
bed. box springs
S.re
men? and 1st mOrOacite
and mattress with A
Send reply to P Q Box frame Comforter, dust Kerosene heaters, all
ruffle sheets and pillow have ceramic wicks.
10408
Want to rent Dark Fired cases all new, new automatic tip Over Cut
carpet Call 753 8004
battery
off switch
Tobacco Base 759 1213
ignation UL approved
v
Will sif for elderly man Ienitn color
99 99
MO
or woman, light cabinet. $ISO Call 753 6800 BTU
2762
Btu. II? 99 and up
housework and cooking
12000 BTU 139 99 20000
13 per hour 417 4975
BTU. 179 99. Waln
Would like to do sewn;
Paris
Hardware
_
_
in my home for children
Call
and adults
759 9807
Would like to have lob
house keeping, have
references, honest and
taiai so
aorehoo
Call 159
dependable
1255 or 753 237-7
Stomps S.

1. Mull* Wanted

V.Mobile Home Sales

16. Home Furnishire

II. Mobile Home Rentals

29. Heating-Cooling

30. BusineiRentals

10. Business Opportunity

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

Phone 7S3-314
MINIATURE GOLF
Outdoors. ainewommunagnmeMli
COURSES
Excellent
Indoors
Financing. Immediate
installation. Minimum Air Compressors for
54.900. MINI GOLF, 202 sale Dill Electric. 753 •
Bridge Street.. Jessup, )104
PA 1844. 117 489 8623
Seasoned
FIREWOOD
oak and, hickory, 16 201'.
Greenwood
$29 rid(
myrwimmezerawile=rsze $25 a rick delivered and
Piano lessons given
J
stacked 753 9600 .
Ask 40, Jill 762 3352
Firewdod S250 a rick
153 3781 after Sp m.
For sale, 12 hole Martin
Box. small 1 and 2 hole
wheat
bales
3,000
birdhouses (4 sizes,
straws Call days 001
1624
Phone 753 1712
587 3161. nights 901 364
Olive
)062
Heat buttrs. 250 watts,
Burley Poundage for '82 inflo red. $I 59 each
or '83(h* 753 0874
Wallin Hardware.
Large dog sized Paris.
clighouv.435 4467
One used 5CM 152 copy
Raw furs, raccoon, red machine. For InfOrMa
fox, gray fox, muskrat, lion, 753 4751
mink, coyote, opossum, Oregon chain saws
beaver. Owen Mc
chains, 3/8 inch pitch
P0
Box 63, For 16 inch bar, 799 20
61976. inch bar, e 99 Wallin
Pulaski, Ill
Phone 618 342 6316
Hardware. Paris

24. Miscellaneous

11. Instruction

14. Want tolluy

ARE YOU INTERESTED
IN BEING A PART
Of NURSING MANAGEMENT?
Ifs., wo are Whim,for yowl
We hero on Ka, Coordinator's position open.
Yes will be responsible for toordinatini patient
core, wasoging•steff of 14 IN's sad Ulf's, and
be wombor of the Nursing fikinsewoont Tom.
Minimum Eloolificotions:
2 yours own* snowiest* h KCII
lall ores:rod
Noising Moragoroont Experience Rohm/
If you ore interested, wow
Lamm Poodles,, IN
Director of Nursing
Mohlonborp C..' shy No
Grooming, Kenhithy 42
($02)331-4211, Ext. 113

Fer Rent
753-4751

32. Apts. For Rent
Almost new duplex._ 2
bedroom. well to wall
refrigerator,
Carpet
dishwasher stove. Cen
tral heat and air, cen
tral vacuum Call 759
4406
Efficiency apt for boy
1603 -College Farm Rd
497 6225
Furnished or unfinished
opts , 1 or 7 bedroom,
Sr
Zimmerman Apt
16th, 753 6609
Nice 2 bedroom brick
duplex. 3 miles - East.
stove, refrigerator ant)
water furnished. 1175
plus deposit Call after
753 1513
Nice one bedroom
duplex apartment, one
block from campus,
Stove. re
unfurnished
frigerator and water
furnished, electric heat
and fireplace Call 753
2214
One bedroom. near
downtown Murray 753
762 6650 or
1 1 09
436 2844
One bedroom Call 753
9208 or 759 4756 after
4p m
One bedroom furnished
utilities not included
Cali
1165 per month
75J3530
Small nice furnished
In
one bedroom apt
quire at 100 South 13th
Street
Top quality duplex
central neat
bedroom
and air, new applian
CIS, carpeted
throughout, washer and
dryer hoOkup Call 751
6191 after 4 30p m

22. Apts. For Rent

0
il X IC 31
ar
X

43 Real Estate

oedroom
townhouse apts Carpet
range
refrigerator
dishwasher, disposal
washer arra dryer
hOOkup central air and
heat Also two bedroom
garden eat
hamlet
North apes on stadium
View Ovve 753 7550 Or
153 7559
Two bedroom duplex
gas heat
lAlestwooc1
stove and "refr.ger Aso(
plus deposit 436
MOT after Sp m
sv 0

•Ram•Y

34. Housesfor•Rent

I

1•Pulds Sanrige
1912 C•11•••••• aged

53 Services Offered

11173 Che“oiet impala
40r $215 436 7116
1974 Fireh••ri' excellent
nie( han., a, condition
new pa'.rif •e0 ...MS red
O'er ar
velvet
$7 SOO
Serious Lan% only call
4)6 1343
1971 FOrd G..oraay a or

4y.ipi.an.e se , . e
r r. • r4
e
A a
e•iiirble• •err,ge•oto•
.4011
r,
r re,

Oath

located I en , lel Oil' On 44
m
A vif,iabie
West
No pt..%
med,arei li
753 4406 before 6 OOP m
435 4119 after 6 Oporrn

37. Lik'Suohies
Attent ,on nor Se owners
pasture and Stall %pace
al/m.404 S30 a Month
Call after .60 171
753 3010

753 8124
1974 Opal
autome.i in

iminom
Orokor

sharp

lammed 6 Ilsomisill

lasereece
Real Estate
Soutiside Curl Sq.
Nerrey, Kentecky
753-4451
36 .acres Of wooled
la•nd vy,th. 1 76e
feet of H•onw.i r ' 1•21
frontage can be Our
chased for $13,100 All
wooded for oe.tutitui
subdivision investrhent
Potential traf man made
lake. on "property
Roberts Realty Co
153 1651
roiling

7531222
iminninsf(la

W11..

If

y ou're an
energy miser,
cheek this execllent
buy. on Llighwa
732. 3 bedroom, l
baths. fireplace 10
living room w/gas
logs. woodburning
fireplace in den,
nwe garden spot
and lots of fruit
trees Priced milli- est to $46,000_ KEW/1MM)- K-KALTY
753-1222

474

45. Farms for Sale
START EVERYDAY
WITH A COUNT
A spei ial
MORNING
American free farm
and a special remooeled
hOme are here waiting
for yOu. I 000 fp , etc I%
lays? 3000 pines SOO
! 000
blaik iattinut
riettOW
poplar t•reS
need yOu to enioy "em
Owner says
red•• e
Owner Says
Ger 'pro
pos,ii trorn yOU
Ca: u.
giide us you., Pr000S1' at
Century 11 i.Ciretta 305
RaaitOrS 753 1497

1974

3"A•

,ou

iise

Sears e.
0Atereni- e5

Onyer1.44.e
r1.0
••.1*•nr walk .knd
A 00
•• ,:tr%
Titr yes
...".1p1•1A so
turn tyre

•

.11

4

./.

6P M

Answering servic
presided.

6 co.-NW*7 Days A Week
Moos 713-1311 713-1312

Aluminum
Simko
Co.
Ababa. awl Vinyl
Sip. Cotters trio
low*. Roforoncos.
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1969 Toyota Carol*.
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Complete remodeling
from ground to roof top
Free estimates
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IT your carpet dying? Dirt
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Laser helps cataract patients
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
IAPi t- A aliChIlbe that
directs an invisible.
painless laser beam at
the eye is helping former
cataract- patients see
again, say two doctors
here who are testing the
instrument.
The YAG laser is a
breakthrough in eyP
surgery, said Dr. Sheldon
Schiller, a Louisville opthamologuit who began
using the device in
December
• The instrument makes
it easier to correct a problem that can blind people who have already suffered cataracts, a disease
most common in the
elderly in which the lens
of the eye grows opaque.
he said
While the operation to
remove a cataract from
the eye has become
relatively' simple'.
Schiller explained, nearly
half of those who underVo
the surger) face a later
complication ,
This happens when a

Sale discus
sed
RICHMOND, K y'Al'
The proposed sale of
Westinghouse Electric
(.7orp's lamp :nepotistturing division to North
American Philips Corp. is
still under discussion. according to Westinghouse
spokesperson Ann
Wallace
She said the U S
Department of Justice is
reviewing the sale and
has asked Westinghouse
to conduct a search to
determine if there are
other potential buyers of
, the bu)siness
Justice I re-partmeta has 'why:sled it. will
not ( hallenge the sale if
no other potenharbuyers
are found, she added

Firm anticipates revenue loss

go.

804 Chestnut

7S3°6656

The- Ile“ Pizza In Town Honest

the Murray vs. Calloway Co. haligeme on Jan. 24,
the Calloway CMayfield game on Jan. 27 & the
Murray — Mayfield game on Feb. 10.
Come on over & watch the games at 6:00

Tuesday,
Night.
Spaghetti
Special

Monday
Night
Lasagna
Special
All Yon t 99

The Hair Hut
A Double Special
through

January Only...

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

2 Perms for
the price of One

Reg. 38.50(namebrands)
Bring a friend and
pay only $ II 925
Price includes Cut and Style
(Both perms must be given
on the some day)

198O Oldsmobile Delta

753-2617

641 S. Murray

Vs,

Hurry!
Call Paulette or Margie
for an appoinfment now.
753-5695

$1 69

GOODrIVEAIR
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ILE ILE]il

Luncheon
Buffet
All Yoe
Can fat

Or

$299

Can Eat *P A

1 risiwt

PRICES GOOD WHILE SWIM UST PLICif GOOD
It's The Total
Oa The Tape
Tbet Goats

f‘
4'

Prices Good While %polies Lestl

Merrily, liy.

Chemin

Field

Bathroom Tissue

Prom Leaguer

$1 09

4 Roll Pkg.
Turner Ice Cream Gal, Pail 53.59
20 Lb.

Turner Ice Milk Gel.'2.19

Potatoes

Saltines

Smacker's Strawberry

79

-

Jam
LID1

094

11

Special Savings On Special
Selection Of Goodyear Tires
...While Supplies Last
ASI.V1
Pita101113 III•rte.11
P1•41X21
*4• Tyr& Moodird

Nabisco

1 IA. lex
*Icy Leaf Apple Sane 3 Coe ler 1.00

Yellow Onion 11. 18'
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an hand,and stinted right_
past the thousands of
dollars in books he had
stuffed in the bags, the
story goes.
There will be a sale at
the company store next
week, and the remaining
merchandise will be moved to Island Creek's two
other stores in Morganfield, said Klein.

Mr. Gatti: will show the Delayed Broadcasts of

D T
Warehouse Foods

,

lain was thr place to be would sometimes
sell
for teenagers who were MI and $290
worth of
looking,. for other Weis at a time-t newlyo
teenligen•
mar-led couples who
Coupon books drawn were setting up
out against the psycbecks hosnekeeping.
of coal miners were the
The man kept the books
economic mainstay of the In
'honing
hanging
More for years, but the on the wall bats
of his shop.
system was discontinued Burglars broke
into his
In the 1970$.
More one night, stole the
The books could be pur- little bit of cash he
hand
chased for $10 each and
redeemed for merchandise. But many a miner
worked .every day of his
pay period, only to end up
with a paycheck of a couple of dollars because he
had already taken it out
in books.
One man who ran a
second-hand More bought
coupon books by the hundreds, recalled an elderly
Earlington resident. He

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAS/

623 Soy* 4th

meat department, bread
In the grocery department. a pair of shoes in
the shoe department and
could have a milkshake
at the soda fountain In the
drug store.
For years. Island Creek
coal nuners referred to
the shop as "our store."
In its heyday, the miners
would gather there between shifts and talk
about the tonnage they
ran the night before.
Some Earlington
residents joke that more
coal has been mined in
the company store than
was ever'taken from the
six or seven mines that
once formed the center of
the town'sgrowtb.
Until the store phased
out its drug department
in the 1950s, its soda loan-

Brown (JO omotic, ci kr conditioning, Power
steering, power brakes, brown interior,
39 X X X miles

Firms move
/
Flynn Enterprises and Purdue Wis•I
Works are moving to new
hew Iguana-tit here and ofInc ials so expansion
planned by The two plants
will mean more )obs
Bill 1 lynn. president of
Flynn, said the blue jeans
manufacturer W ill begin
hiring in two or three
weeks Roy Staugaard.
manager of. Perdue. said
more workers will be added "in tone.- but he was
not specific.

Company store's demise marks change

sac-like meMbrane that Drug Administration..
•'It's almost duck
has to be left bchind in the
patient's eye grows - soup." said John, who has
EARLINGTON: KYused the YAG on several ( AP) — Some old timers
cloudy. he said.
Before the YAG. dozen patients Bina late In this western Kentudty
evil-mining town say the
surgeons were forced to December.
John called the new demise of a "company
perform a timeconsuming operation that laser "a major innova- More" that has operated
required cutting away the tion in surgical- techni- here for more than a cenmembrane with a scalpel que" and said it may tury win mark the end of
while looking through a someday be used by brain an era
Poor economic condimicroscope, said surgeons.
Roth doctors agreed tions and the relocation of
Schiller.
Now, they can train the that there is little risk of coal mines farther away
laser beam on the mem- damaging the eyes of pa- from town are forcing
brane and remove it in a tients treated with the Island Creek Coal Co to
close the More for good in
painless process that Y AG.
'This thing is so two weeks, said company
takes only moments, he
said
precise it would be prac- spokesman Bob Klein.
Named after its com- tically impossible to hurt
The More. which openponents of yttrium, somebody,' said John. ed shortly after Earlaluminum and garnet. "The risk of infection is -ington was founded in
the VA(; focuses light far less with the YAG 1870, was really a shoppenergy into short, intense than with a scalpel"
ing center about 75 years
pulses that enable docSchiller said the laser is before anyone had heard
tors to make the tiny, "Just about as safe as you of search a place, say the
precise cuts, said can get. I'd call it one of townspeople
Schiller
the giant steps in opCustomers could buy a
The instrument is only thamology "
slice of bologna in the
now beginning to gain attention from U.S eye
surgeons, although
thousands of European
HARLAN, Ky API
The Eastover units.
patients have been Duke Power Co is setting
based in Harlan County,
treated with the YAG aside $30 million from its
are wholly-owned subsince it was developed in fourth quarter revenue to
suhanes of the electric
France in 1978, he said
cover an anticipated loss, utility.- which
serves
Sehitler and a Col- said - a' -c•ompany.
CliitOmers. in North
league...Or Maurice John spokesman
Carolina and South
of Jeffersonville, Ind ,
The loss is associated Carolina
are among 10 op- with the planned sale of
It was the first time
thamologists in the nation Eastover Mining Co. and Duke
officials had conwho are parleipating in a Eastover Land Co the
firmed the Eastover
clinical stud,' of the YAG spokesman said Thursoperations and property
by the U S Food and day
were for sale.
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